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The digital terrain model (DTM) is a statistical represent-
ation of the continuous surface of the ground by a large number
of selected discrete points with known xyz coordinates in an
arbitrary data coordinate field. The storage medium for the
DTM data is some form of electronic computer input material.
The DTM system includes a series of computer programs for mathe-
matically relating a surface df interest to the surface repre-
sented.
The purpose of the DTM system is to make efficient use
of photogrammetry and electronic computers in approaching
problems of location, design, and quantity determination for
civil engineering projects such as highways, railroads, dams,
canals, and airports. The system represents a marked change in
the approach to such problems and to the use of photogrammetry
and electronic computers in civil engineering.
The DTM system was proposed by the author and developed
under his supervision as a formal research and development
program sponsored by the Massachusetts Department of Public
Works in cooperation with the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. This
thesis is a compilation of the results of the studies and inves-
tigations which have been performed to date in the development
of the DTM system. Part I of the thesis reviews and discusses
some of the background factors behind the DTM system. Part II
presents the general theory of the DTM system. Part III presents
the application of the DTM system to highway engineering and
describes the associated computer programs.
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2INTRODUCTION
For the past two years, the Photogrammetry Laboratory of the
Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has been conducting a research program
under the direction of the author on the subject of new approaches
to highway engineering through an integration of photogrammetry,
automation instrumentation, and electronic digital computers. The
research program had been under the sponsorship of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works in cooperation with the United States
Bureau of Public Roads, Department of Commerce.
The major development of the program has been the theory and
practice of the digital terrain model (DTM) approach to problems
of highway location, design, and quantity determination. The DTM
system was proposed by the author and has been developed under his
direct supervision. This thesis is a compilation of the results
of the studies and investigations which have been performed to
date in the development of the DTM system.
The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I reviews and
discusses some of the background factors which must be considered
and which lead to the DTM system. In essence, Part I may be
considered as a statement of the problem. Part II presents the
general theory of the DTM system and discusses many of the basic
factors of importance which relate to the system. Part III
presents the application of the DTM system to highway engineering
problems.
3P A R T I
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4THE TERRAIN DATA PROBLEM
Uses for Terrain Data
A representation of the surface of the terrain or topo-
graphy of the area of interest is utilized as a source of
data for each of the following aspects of highway engineering:
1. Analysis and selection of the location of the
highway
2. Computation of earthwork quantities
3. Design of the highway and related features
4. Construction of the highway and related features
The above are four separate and often distinct uses for
terrain data and each use involves a different set of data
requirements. The differing requirements are often overlooked
in debating new methods and approaches. Heretofore, the same
cross sections adequately served for earthwork quantities,
design and construction. However, it is now apparent that
the differing requirements must be recognized in order to
realize the greatest value from photogrammetry and electronic
computers.
Forms of Terrain Data Presentation
Terrain data may be presented in the following basic
forms.
1. Graphical or analog form. Such data is usually in
the form of continuous lines on a graphical plot. The contour
map and the continuous line profile are examples of an analog
form of presentation of terrain data.
2. Numerical or digital form. In contrast to the
continuous line characteristic of analog data, digital data
is composed of a number of discrete points with associated
numbers. Tabulated cross section data or a series of x, y,
z coordinates are examples of digital data. Data recorded
on punched cards or tape is in digital form.
For visualization and utilization by human mind, data
must usually be presented in analog form. The contour map
and the plotted continuous line cross section are the forms
of terrain data presentation for the engineer. They also
represent the form of data required when an analog computer
such as a planimeter is to be used in conjunction with the
data.
be
When the terrain data is tg/utilized for numerical
computational purposes such as input data for a deck calculat6r
or electronic digital computer, it must be presented in a
digital form acceptable by the computing machine. The distinc-
tion of analog form for human utilization and digital form
for machine utilization is basic to a better understanding
of data problems associated with new approaches to highway
engineering. Heretofore, the same data has often adequately
served for both the engineer and computational purposes. However,
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6with the use of electronic computers, a distinction must be
made between the forms of data presentation for the engineer
and for the computer. The use of electronic computers by no
means eliminates the need for an analog presentation for the
benefit of the human engineer.
The fact that plotted cross sections are not required
for the computation of earthwork quantities does not neces-
sarily mean that they can be eliminated from the scene. It
does mean that the requirements for plotted cross sections
are now dictated by their use by the designer and constructor
instead of the computational procedure for earthwork quanties.
Recognition of this factor has been largely overlooked in the
current debate over the need for plotted cross sections. In
conclusion, it may be stated that the form of terrain data
presentation is a function of the intended use of the data.
Accuracy of Terrain Data
With regard to the accuracy of terrain data, it is impor-
tant to recognize the following:
1. Terrain representation systems such as contour
lines, spot elevations, profiles, and cross sections are
approximations to the true surface of the terrain in that
they represent a sampling of the infinite number of lines or
points which would be necessary to represent the complete
surface.
2. A distinction should be made between point accuracy
and statistical accuracy. By point accuracy is meant the
absolute error (difference between represented surface and
true surface) at a discrete point. By statistical accuracy
is meant the mean error considering a large number of points
representing an area of the surface. If the point errors
are random in nature (equal chance for positive and negative
errors, large number of small errors, small number of large
errors), the mean error considering a large number of points
will approach zero. Hence it is possible to have poor point
accuracy and excellent statistical accuracy.
The accuracy of representation or degree of approxima-
tion is largely a function of the density of contour lines
or points used to represent the terrain and the terrain slope
characteristics and basically influence our choice of contour
interval or point spacing. It is obvious that the intended
use of the terrain representation will influence the degree
of approximation which will be permitted. The intended use
will also dictate whether we need point accuracy and/or
statistical accuracy. In earthwork volume computations, since
we are using a rather large number of points, it is apparent
that our requirement is often for point accuracy. In many
design cases, the point accuracy requirement is such that the
data may be presented in analog form such as a large scale
8plot of a cross section. In some cases, the analog form
must be supplemented by digital data at selected points
such as recorded distances and elevations.
Sources of Terrain Data
For the purposes of representation, the terrain may be
measured directly at full scale (field survey) or indirectly
at reduced scale in terms of a model photogrammetry). The
data resulting from the field survey is digital in form. It
may be retained and utilized in the digital form or it may be
plotted and presented in analog form. The data resulting
from measuring the photogrammetric model may be directly
recorded in analog form or it may be recorded in digital form.
The graphical plot resulting from either source may be
converted back to digital form but normally with some loss
of accuracy over the original data in the case of the field
survey and the possible direct digital data in the case of
the photogrammetric source. Essentially, we are saying that
data scaled from a map cannot be expected to have the same
accuracy as the data used to compile the map. However, the
map does serve as a very convenient medium for storing large
quantities of terrain data for later recovery.
The sources of numerical terrain data may be summarized
as follows:
1. directly from the field survey recorded in digital
form (Fig. 1)
92. indirectly from the field survey recorded in
analog form
3. directly from the photogrammetric survey recorded
in digital form (Fig. 3)
4. indirectly from the photogrammetric survey
recorded in analog form (Fig. 2)
Source (1) is "capable" of furnishing the highest point
accuracy. Since source (4) can usually furnish equivalent
accuracy to source (2) at less cost, source (2) is of dimin-
ishing practical importance. Source (4) is "capable" of
furnishing relatively good statistical accuracy for many
purposes and sufficient point accuracy for some purposes.
Source (3) is "capable" of furni/shing better point and
statistical accuracy than source (4) and better statistical
accuracy than source (1) on the basis of economical comparison.
The choice of data source is basically a function of intended
use which in turn dictates form of presentation and accuracy
required.
Terrain Data for Highway Location
For the study of a highway location problem by the
engineer, the topographic map is of course the standard tool.
A contour interval such as five feet usually furnishes a
sufficient degree of terrain approximation and statistical
accuracy, and the use of photogrammetry is well established.
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Possible new approaches to highway location utilizing electronic
computers do not at the present time involve any change in the
requirements and utilization of the location map by the engi-
neer. The electronic computer will :require its own set of
terrain data when utilized to make numerical evaluations in
the location phase in addition to the map as the engineer's
form of data presentation.
Terrain Data for Earthwork Quantities
The basic requirements for terrain data for earthwork
volume computations are as follows:
1. a degree of terrain approximation and statistical
accuracy consistant with the earthwork accuracy
requirement
2. a digital form of data presentation
The earthwork accuracy requirement is a function of the
intended use of the resulting volumes such as (a) preliminary
quantities for use in comparing alternate routes and selecting
the preliminary location, (b) preliminary quantities for
estimating purposes, (c) final quantities for use in selecting
the final alignment from possible variations from the prelim-
inary location, (d) final quantities for estimating and bidding
purposes, (e) final quantities for payment purposes. A data
source and method of processing the data must be selected to
be consistant with the intended use of the earthwork volumes.
For preliminary quantities, a five or two foot contour
map will often be a suitable data source. For final quantities,
a two foot contour map may suffice under certain conditions
and direct digital data from the photograometric model will
be adequate under most conditions. Occasionally, direct digital
data from a field survey will be necessary.
It is important to note that our requirement is for a
large number of points with good statistical accuracy ralther
than a few points with good point accuracy. Statistical
accuracy is only achieved if the point errors are random. A
small systematic error can result in a large earthwork volume
error.
The additional requirement that the data be in digital
form adds an additional distinction between terrain data for
earthwork quantities and the terrain data for other purposes.
Terrain Data for Design and Construction
The rather obvious but basic observation may be made
that terrain data for design purposes is required wherever
the engineer is called upon to exercise his design function.
A better statement might be that the designer requires special
terrain data wherever there is a departure from a standardized
design in order to meet the special condition at hand. This
means that a basic set of terrain data is required to delineate
the sections of standard design and the sections of special
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design. A contour map will usually furnish sufficient data
to delineate such sections and often will serve as an adequate
source for the special terrain data for the special design/
Drainage design and special slope treatment are examples of
design problems for which the map might furnish adequate
terrain data.
It is important to note that the map is a convenient and
efficient source of data "on demand" whenever the designer
needs special terrain data. Hence, we may conclude that the
large scale topographic map will continue to be an important
tool of the designer and will not be eliminated by possible
use of an electronic computer for quantity determination.
In some cases, the analog presentation of terrain data
in the form of a map will not offer sufficient point accuracy
for special design problems. In such cases, direct digital
data from the photogrammetric model or field survey may be
required. However, for visualization by the human operator,
such data will still be presented in analog form in addition
to being available in digital form for design calculations.
The requirements for terrain data for design may be
summarized as follows:
1. a representation of the terrain of the entire area
of interest in analog form with sufficient degree
of approximation and point accuracy to delineate
sections of standard design and special design
2. a representation of the terrain in the sections of
special design with sufficient point accuracy to
achieve the special design and presented in analog
form supplemented with digital data where necessary
The requirements for terrain data for construction purposes
may be simply stated as
1. sufficient information to convey the design, both
standard and special, to the constructor
2. sufficient information to furnish the constructor
with a representation of the existing terrain
Here again, since we are concerned with the human use of the
data, it must be presented in analog form supplemented with
digital information when accuracy requirements exceed graphical
scaling recovery abilities.
I. - -~
CURRENT APPROACHES TO THE EARTHWORK PROBLEM
Terrain Representation
The conventional and current approaches to determining
highway earthwork quantities are well known. However, they
will be briefly reviewed for purposes of discussion. Tradi-
tional practice calls for the representation of the terrain
by cross sections with respect to a given horizontal align-
ment. The horizontal alignment may be actually staked on
the ground or may be a paper location on a map. Terrain
points along the cross section line are taken at periodical
intervals and/or at breaks in the slope of the terrain.
Terrain cross sections are normally taken at 50 or 100 foot
intervals along the given horizontal alignment with good
practice calling for additional sections at major changes
in the topography. It is important to recognize that repre-
sentation of terrain by cross sections is an approximation
to the true surface of the terrain.
Procuring Cross Section Data
The terrain cross section data may be obtained in three
ways.
1. Direct measurement in the field by ground survey
methods. This has always been the traditional approach and
is still required at least for the final quantities by most
agencies.
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2. Scaled and interpolated from a topographic map
prepared by ground survey or photogranunetric methods. Such
cross sections have long been used for reconnaissance and
preliminary estimates of earthwork and lately some agencies
have used large scale and small contour interval photogram-
metric maps for final quantities.
3. Direct measurement of the photogrammetric model
with a stereoplotter. This method has rapidly developed
during the past year and is now being used by annumber of
agencies for final quantities.
Determining Cross Section Areas
For each terrain cross section, a highway cross section
is established and the enclosed area determined by one of
the following methods.
1. Graphical plot of the cross section data and area
determination by planimeter or other such device. This is the
traditional approach &nd is still widely used.
2. Numerical calculation of the digital data using a
standard desk calculator. This method is favored over the
graphical approach by some.
3. Numerical calculation of the digital data using
an electronic computer. This method has developed rapidly
during the past year and is being widely adopted with the
increasing availability of electronic computers to highway
engineers.
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The field method of obtaining the data and the manual
methods of computing the data usually represents the most
expensive and time consuming approach. However, they are
such well established methods that there is often a strong
reluctance to change. The traditional argument is one of
accuracy. The procurement of the terrain cross section data
by means of photogrammetry and the computation of quantities
by means of the electronic computer usually represent the
most economical method in time and cost
Computing Earthwork Volumes
The cross section or end areas determined by one of the
above three methods are commonly used to compute earthwork
volumes by the average end area methods. The assumption is
made that each pair of successive cross sections defines a
prismoid representative of the actual solid of material within
the surfaces defined by the existing terrain surface and the
highway construction surface. Therefore, all variations of
the terrain surface between the cross sections is neglected.
In addition, the average end area formula is itself an
approximation to the volume of a prismoid, being correct
only for the case of equal end areas and approaching an error
of 50 per cent for the case of one end area approaching zero.
Therefore, as is well known but seldom adrditted, the long
accepted methods of determining earthwork volumes are
approximations to true volumes. This point is emphasized
since there is a tendency to consider the traditional methods
as absolute in value and any new approximation approach to
be in error and wrong if it does not give nearly identical
results.
Limitations of Current Approaches
The principal limitation of the current approaches to
determining earthwork is that the terrain cross sections are
taken with respect to the horizontal alignment. This presents
two problems.
1. The horizontal alignment must be selected and estab-
lished either on paper on the ground before the terrain cross
section data can be obtained.
2. A separate and new set of terrain cross section
data is required for each trial horizontal alingment or
changed alignment except for minor lateral shifts.
Scheduling and Coordination Problems
The requirement that the alignment must be given presents
a scheduling limitation. The engineering phase must proceed
to the point of selecting the line or lines and then must
cease, often for a considerable length of time, while the
cross section data is being obtained. Even if the data is to
be obtained by photogrammetry, considerable time is often
required to arrange for a contract, await the proper season
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and obtain aerial photography, perform and deliver the
work, inspect and check the data. If it is required that
the line be staked on the ground before the cross sections
are takne, this imposes considerable additional time and
scheduling problems in the middle of the engineering phase.
The above scheduling, coordination, and time problems
could be reduced if it were possible to obtain all of the
data necessary to represent the terrain for earthwork purposes
prior to the step of actually selecting and staking the line.
The data procurement step could then proceed after the plan-
ning phase and be completed before the engineering phase was
initiated.
Earthwork as a Location Factor
The second problem df requiring a separate set of cross
sections for each horizontal alignment places a limitation
on the number of possible solutions which it is practical
to consider. To evaluate ten trial lines or possible solutions
would be essentially ten times more work than a single line.
Therefore, it is common practice to reduce the number of trial
lines to two or three by inspection or map study. Often the
final line is selected without the numerical evaluation of any
alternates. Earthwork (cuts and fills) are balanced by varia-
tions in the vertical alignment or grade line.
It can be said tha the conventional approaches to highway
19
location practice with respect to earthwork achieve an
acceptable solution but not necessarily the optimum solution.
It has heretofore been considered impractical to numerically
evaluate a large number of trial solutions due to the engi-
neering time and costs involved, despite the possible savings
in earthwork costs. Two different highway location engineers
independently studying the same location problem with respect
to earthwork will often arrive at quite different solutions
to the problem although both solutions will be good and
acceptable. The extent to which either solution approaches
the optimum is really not known although each locator is
confident that he has the "best" solution.
With respect to the desire for more thorough analysis
of highway location with respect to earthwork, the argument
is usually raised that earthwork seldom controls the location.
It is pointed out that land use and right of way cost is
often the controlling factor or that the earthwork volume is
so small it is not considered a location factor. This is
certainly true in many cases and more attention to earthwork
is not advocated under such conditions. However, even in
such cases, due to the time and cost involved, determining
the earthwork even if it is a small amount warrents considera-
tion of more efficient methods of obtaining the data and
computing the quantities.
Although the complex and expensive urban highway projects
are in the forefront of consideration by many highway engi-
neers, rural locations are still very much in the picture.
Depending on the terrain, earthwork may vary from a minor
to a major role as a location factor. In many cases, there
is ample justification for a more thorough numerical analysis
of possible location solutions with respect to earthwork if
such analysis can be made within practical reason. Even the
most conservative estimates of the amount of money which will
be spent on eatthwork in accomplishing the national highway
program indicates that a relatively small percentage saving
in earthwork volume will account for hundreds of millions of
dollars.
From the above, it may be concluded that any new approach
to the earthwork problem should have the dual mission of
1. reducing the engineering time and costs involved
in obtaining and processing earthwork data
2. reducing the construction cost by permitting a
more thorough analysis of possible location
solutions
P A R T II
THEORY OF THE
DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL
THEORY OF THE DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL
Potential of Photogrammetry and Electronic Computers
The value of photogrammetry for obtaining terrain data
and the value of the electronic digital computer for
processing data is generally recognized by the highway engi-
neering profession. These two tools are being used to
varying degrees by most all highway organizations. However,
the approach so far has been largely one of replacement. The
stereoplotter is replacing the survey party for plotting
maps and taking cross sections. The electronic computer is
replacing the planimeter and desk calculator for computing
areas and volumes. However, the approach to the earthwork
problem is largely the same as it has been for decades. The
same type of cross sections are still being taken except now
with the stereoplotter. The same type of calculations are
still being performed except now with the electronic computef.
It should be recognized that photogrammetry is a very
efficient method of obtaining large volumes of terrain data
and that the electronic digital computer is a very efficient
method of processing large volumes of data. The efficiency
of the combined systems offers an opportunity to deviate
from the traditional approach to the earthwork problem which
is predicated on the practical limitations of essentially
manual methods. Although the replacement approach currently
- i i- I I-! , I _ 06 ,- - - - . I - __ , .- - __ -__ - - - , , - I I - - I I -
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underway is of definite advantage and has reduced the engi-
neering effort required to carry out the traditional methods,
the full potential value of photogrammetry and the electronic
computer to the highway engineer is hardly realized.
Before photogrammetric methods were adopted for highway
mapping, the highway location engineer was usually content
with a topographic map of a relatively narrow band of several
hundred feet in width. When the efficiency of photogrammetric
mapping was recognized, the mapping requirement was changed
to a band a mile in width in order to do a more thorough job
of planning the location. It is expected and advocated that
the same extension of thinking take place with respect to
numerical analysis of location solutions.
The Digital Terrain Model
In order to accomplish the goals which have been presented
above, the concept of a digital terrain model is proposed by
the writer. By a digital terrain model is meant a statistical
representation of the terrain with a system of discrete points
with know xyz values. Digital representation of terrain is
nothing new to the highway engineer. The map with relief
shown by spot elevations and the conventional cross section
are two examples of digital representation by a system of
discrete points. The proposed digital terrain model will
differ from the above two examples by the following character-
istics.
1. The representation is completely in numerical form,
meaning that the location (x and y values) as well as the
elevation of each point is directly available. (The map
with spot elevations can appropriately be termed a digital
map but the location of the points is given in analog form.)
2. The points are located in space with respect to a
spatial or coordinate reference system which coincides with
or is related to a ground recoverable reference system such
as the state plane coordinate system. (Ordinary cross section
points are referenced to a given highway alignment.)
3. The storage medium for the digital terrain model
is some form of electronic computer input material such as
punched tape, punch cards, or magnetic tape.
4. The points are recorded on the computer input
material in sequence or system such that the computer can
perform terrain analysis problems according to programmed
instructions without the necessity of human interpreting
the terrain for the computer.
5. The digital terrain model in its stored form is
useable for an infinite number of independent solutions to
terrain analysis problems of the stored area with complete
horizontal and vertical freedom.
The fifth characteristic implies that the single set
of stored terrain data could be used to numerically evaluate
any chosen horizontal and vertical alignment for a proposed
highway within the digitized zone. Such a facility is
important to realizing the goals of reducing the amount of
work required to consider a large number of trial solutions
to a given section of highway. In addition, it means that
all of the terrain data could be obtained in advance of
detailed consideration of the location of the highway
alignment.
Digital Representation Systems
There are a number of possible systems of points to
statistically represent the terrain surface. One would be
the type of points used by the plane table or transit-stadia
topographer where values are determined for terrain control
points such as high points, low points, drain lines, slope
breaks, etc. However, such a representation is random in
appearance to the computer, and the problem of storing,
recovering and analyzing the terrain with such points would
be quite difficult. The first degree of systematization could
be added by taking points only along a system of parallel
lines which we shall term scan lines.
Assuming the scan lines are in the y direction, points
may be taken at the following locations.
1. On equal increments of y: if the scan lines are a
constant x increment apart, a rectangular grid system would
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result; if the y increment and x increment are constant and
equal, a square grid would result. Such a system would
probably be suitable for flat or rolling terrain.
2. On equal increments of z: the horizontal density
of the resulting points would vary with the terrain slope,
with a higher density on the steeper slopes. Such a system
would be suitable for terrain with a highly irregular surface
with frequent slope changes.
3. On increments corresponding to a constant product
of yz increments: for example if the constant was given as
20 units, a reading would be taken for such increment-combina-
tions of (y,z) as (20,1), 110,2), (40,1/2), (5,4), etc. Here
again the density would vary with thb slope but such a system
would give a better representation than (2) since horizontal
as well as vertical changes are considered.
4. On terrain control points along the scan line such
as high points, low points, and sloperbreaks: this system
would correspond with the normal cross section points taken
in conventional practice. It would be suitable for all types
of terrain and no doubt would be the most acceptable system
to the highway engineer until other systems become better
known.
The first three systems mentioned above have the advantage
that a higher degree of automation could be achieved in the
OWN-"
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instrumentation for obtaining the data. For example, if the
data is being taken with a stereoplotter, the scanning unit
could be automatically moved across the model in accordance
with the selected equal intervals, relieving the operator of
all but one degree of freedom in operating the instrument.
In fact, the scanning movement across the model could be
continuous and automatic if means i: provided for automatically
recording the data.
With the above systems, the data is taken and stored in
a continuous systematic sequence. Therefore, it can be
recovered in a relatively simple fashion providing the scan
lines are spatially related to a known reference system.
Terrain Approximation Considerations
As discussed earlier in this thesis, all of the terrain
representation methods such as topographic maps and cross
sections used by the highway engineer are approximations to
the true terrain surface. Additional approximations and
assumptions are used in the computation phase. The digital
terrain model is of course an approximation to the true
surface but statistically can be just as good if not a
better representation than the other more conventional forms.
The basic consideration is the degree of approximation
which can be permitted as governed by the intended use of the
digital terrain model. This in turn will influence the required
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density of points for a given representation system and type
of terrain. The density of points would be a function of the
frequency of the scan lines and the intervals along the scan
lines, corresponding to such decisions as the size of the
grid or the interval between cross sections. Unfortunately,
very little data is available to assist in making such decisions.
The standard cross section interval used by most highway
organizations is 50 feet or 100 feet. Although this has been
found to be quite acceptable and is rather firmly established,
it tells little about the degree of approximations which are
resulting. Therefore, the acceptable degree of approximation,
which any new method would have to at least equal, is really
not known. Therefore, considerable research work must be
done to determine the degree of approximation which might
result for various representation systems and terrain condi-
tions in order to efficiently use the digital terrain model.
In the interim, the selection of density factors will have
to be based on judgment.
A pilot field test project on density factors was
conducted by T. H. Kaalstad and J. Currie during the spring
of 1957 on an area in Lexington, Massachusetts, for the M.I.T.
research project. The area contained a variety of topographic
conditions from relatively flat to relatively steep. Eleva-
tions were taken on a 25 foot grid by field methods,
interpolation from a 2' contour interval map, and read
directly with a Kelsh plotter. For various grid sizes, the
earthwork volume between the digital model surface and
a datum were computed with the I.B.M. 650 using the M.I.T.
Borrow Pit Program written by P. 0. Roberts. As a typical
comparison, the approximation difference between a 25' x 25'
grid of points and a 50' x 50' grid corresponded to a constant
terrain elevation difference over the surface of 0.17 feet.
Similar test projects and density studies are planned.
In addition to the density of the points, the error in
the digital values of the points influences the degree of
approximation. The error in elevation is usually considered
to be the most important. However, with regard to earthwork
volumes, it can be shown that the characteristic of the
errors and not their magnitude is the critical element in
earthwork volume calculations. If the elevation errors are
random in nature, they will characteristically compensate if
a large number of points is used in a computation. For
example, if the standard deviation of a single elevation is
1.0 foot, the effective error per point if 100 such points are
used in a calculation is only 0.1 foot. As the number of points
involved becomes very large, the effect of the random errors
approaches zero. Therefore, there is no need to incur undue
expense aid time to determine elevations to a high degree of
accuracy if the errors are random in nature. However, if
the elevation errors are systematic, a relatively small point
error will result in a major error in the earthwork volume.
A systematic error of 0.2 foot is considerably more important
than a random of 1.0 foot. Here again, considerable research
is needed to explore the characteristics of the errors in the
data being used for earthwork determination.
The DTM Data Coordinate System
The origin and direction of xy horizontal axes of DTM
coordinate system and the z datum may be selected at will
with due regard to convenience and the requirements of the
particular problem at hand. It is an independent coordinate
system but should be related to an established coordinate
system such as state plane coordinates and mean sea level
datum. By arbitrarily specifying the DTM coordinates of two
points of know state plane coordinates, the state plane
coordinates of all DTM points may easily be computed when
required by a simple rotation and translation of axis computa-
tion. Normally, the DTM datum will be mean sea'level or a
parallel datum. For a given project, a number of different
but related DTM coordinate systems might be used for differ-
ent parts of the project area. In general, the engineer has
rather complete freedom and considerable flexibility in
selecting the most convenient DTM coordinate system.
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Photogrammetric Map Data
The "stripping" of profile and cross section data from a
contour map is well known. Such methods have long been used
for reconnaissance and preliminary estimates of earthwork
and lately some agencies have used large scale and small
contour interval photogrammetric maps for final quantities.
Since the accuracy requirement for earthwork terrain data is
statistical accuracy instead of point accuracy, the contour
map is capable df furnishing adequate data if systematic
errors have largely been eliminated in the preparation of the
map. Decreasing the contour interval has the effect of
increasing the sample and hence giving a better approximation
of the true surface of the terrain. A very carefully prepared
2' contour map will often be quite satisfactory as a source
of terrain data for the computation of final earthwork
quantities.
Unfortunately, the widely used tolerance type spedifica-
tion for vertical accuracy (90 per cent of the contours correct
within one half the contour interval) exercises no control
over systematic errors in the map. Therefore, many maps that
meet standard map specifications would not be acceptable
sources of terrain data for earthwork computations For example,
considering a 2' contour interval, if the errors in map "A"
are completely random, the expected average point error would
be approximately 0.5 foot and the effective point error when
100 such points are used in a calculation would be 0.05 foot
and would rapidly approach zero. Map "B" might have a
systematic error of 0.9 foot at each point throughout the
map, and the effective point error irrespective of how many
points were used in the earthwork computation would still be
0.9 foot. Both maps would meet currently used specifications.
Map "A" would yield very accurate earthwork quantities and
map "B" would yield very erroneous results. Therefore,
although the photogrammetric contour map is "capable" of
furnishing adequate earthwork data, with currently used map
specifications we have no assurance that the map data is
adequate. The answer to this problem is to place a restriction
on allowable systematic errors in contour maps to be used for
earthwork quantities and to independently check each section
of the map for compliance with the stated accuracy requirements.
Some of the advantages of the contour map as a source of
terrain data for earthwork quantities include:
1. Obtaining cross section data from the contour map
is a very simple process which can be performed by subprofessional
personnel and can be achieved with a simple scale as the only
instrumentation requirement.
2. The preparation of contour maps is a well established
practice with many available sources.
3. The contour map may be prepared in advance, without
knowledge of the actual alignment or alignments which are to
be considered.
4. The terrain data is stored in a very convenient
form.
Some of the disadvantages of the contour map as a source
of terrain data for earthwork quantities are:
1. The accuracy and completeness of the terrain data
may not be adequate in many cases.
2. Taking the data from the map by manual methods is
time consuming and subject to human errors and mistakes.
The first disadvantage may be overcome as previously
discussed by proper control over the design and preparation
of the ;nap for its intended use. The second disadvantage may
be partially overcome by adding some degree of automation
to taking the data from the map. One of the current research
projects of the M.I.T. Photogrammetry Laboratory is the
investigation and developmentof various instrumentation
systems to facilitate the recovery of digital terrain data
from contour maps.
When a contour map is used, the scan lines are plotted
thereon and the data taken off by scaling and interpolation.
This would correspond very much to stripping cross sections
or profile data from a topographic map in the conventional
Fig. 4 - DTM Data from Map
way and can of course be performed by subprofessional help.
The digital terrain data for an experimental project presently
underway at M.I.T. was taken from both a 2' (l" = 40') and 5'
(l" = 200') contour to compare the results and study efficient
methods of taking data from maps. It was found that two men,
one measuring and the other recording, could take about 300
points per hour with relative ease. For 1000 foot band with
an average of 50 points per scan line at 100 foot intervals,
such as might be taken from the larger scale map, it would take
about eight hours to obtain one mile of data. It would require
a somewhat longer time to punch this data into computer input
material.
Some overall efficiency could be gained by having the
punch operator work directly with the person measuring and
eliminate the intermediate and manual recording step. It
would also be quite possible to add considerable efficiency
by using an automatic output device to scan the map in two
dimensions with the operator manually inserting the third
dimension. The scanning unit being used at M.I.T. on double
projection stereoplotters will serve this purpose.
The following is a possible approach to taking the DTM
data from a contour map by scanning along the contour lines
instead of across them along the y scan lines.
1. Plot scan lines graphically.
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2. Orient and index two dimensional scanning unit for
xy with manual setting of z.
3. Operator scans along each contour line within and
crossing the band to be digitized.
4. z value of contour line is set.
5. Each time a scan line is crossed, a readout of x,
y, and z is made.
6. For static readout system, scanning mark is stopped
at each scan line crossing and button pressed.
7. If automatic intervaling is available, scan mark
would move x increment after each readout and operator would
run along y axis until contour line is reached.
8. If on-the-fly readout system is available, operator
would stay continuously on contour line with x andvy hand-
wheels and system would read out each time x changes a given
increment.
9. Assuming punched cards as the direct output, one
point per card would be punched (x, y, and z value). -
10. Resulting cards would be in completely random order
with respect to the sequence assumed in DTM system.
11. Cards would be processed through a sorter, first to
put them in order with respect to x value. Result would be
groups of cards with same x value. Each group would then be
sorted to place cards in order of increasing y. Final result
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would be deck of cards in DTM data sequence. To reduce number
of cards, would seem possible to punch new deck placing four
points per card for number of full cards on a scan line.
Beginning-of-line card would also be added.
12. Sorting of random data if punched on tape probably
could be done with computer.
13. Nistri unit with present readout system could be
used for taking the data;but the way the readout buttons are
controlled now with respect to a new x value would make it
somewhat impractical. Would no doubt require a different
relay rack logic resulting in an xyz value being recorded
every time a single button was pressed. May be possible to
use present setup by interchanging the coordinate sense so
that we would be punching zxy, resulting in a beginning-of-
line card, when we changed to different contour. Would seem
possible that coordinates could be rearranged in their proper
places as an off-line punching operation.
Photogrammetric Model Data
A stationary measurement of the photogrammetric model
with digital output (point coordinates) can be achieved with
greater accuracy than a dynamic or continuous measurement with
analog output (contours). Individually read and numerically
recorded elevations of single points are usually considered to
have twice the point accuracy of elevations of contour lines
plotted from the same model. In addition, converting the
data directly from the analog model into digital form elimi-
nates the extra analog-to-digital conversion step of taking
the data from the contour map. These advantages have led
to considerable interest in taking cross section data directly
from the stereoplotter.
A word of caution is in order with regard to the increase
in accuracy which may be gained. The increased point accuracy
from reading spot elevations is primarily gained from a
reduction in the operator's error in placing the "floating
mark" in contact with the surface of the ground. This error
is largely random except where it is a function of ground
visibility. Therefore, reading spot elevations decreases the
random error of observation and, using selected points, the
possible systematic error due to ground cover or poor
visibility. Decreasing the random error contributes little
to increased accuracy of earthwork data. Of greater import-
ance is the realization that reading spot elevations does
nothing to decrease all other systematic errors in creating
the stereomodel. For example, an error in model orientation
would influence a spot elevation to the same degree it
influences a contour elevation.
The accuracy of spot elevations has also been confused
with the least count or smallest increment of the reading.
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Reading elevations (and distances) to the nearest tenth of
a foot with the stereoplotter does not necessarily mean that
they are accurate to the nearest tenth of a foot. The
average error might well be one-half a foot. Therefore, we
do not necessarily increase the accuracy of the measurements
simply by amplifying the reading scales. Amplification is
occasionally in order but the smallest reading increment is
not to be confused with the accuracy of the reading.
The simplest approach, from the standpoint of instru-
mentation, for taking cross section data with a stereoplotter
would be to read and manually record spot elevations along
graphically plotted section lines. The x and y digital values
would then be obtained by scaling the graphical plot. The
only instrumentation required would be any standard stereo-
plotter. The recorded data would be punched on computer input
material as a separate and manual step. The simplicity of
this approach is quite an advantage and it is already in
fairly common use. The principal disadvantage is the manual
measuring, recording, and punching steps which are time
consuming and subject to human errors and mistakes.
Some interest has been shown in instrumentation for
eliminating the manual scaling of the horizontal distances to
the cross section points. As a matter of convenience and
increase in efficiency, such a component is justified. However,
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caution should be exercided in expecting greater accuracy
to be realized. If more accurate measuring components have
not been used to lay out the manuscript, plot the control,
and orient the model to the control, higher order measure-
ments within the model are not justified. Here again, least
reading should not be confused with accuracy. It should be
noted that except for the case of terrain slope approaching
45 degrees, it is not theoretically necessary to measure the
cross section distances with the same accuracy as the cross
section elevations. This is of course reflected in standard
field survey practice.
Mention should be made of the problem of directional
scanning. In conventional cross sectioning practice for
earhtwork quantities, the offset or horizontal distances are
measured at right angles to the centerline or baseline of
the highway alignment. In the universal type of plotters, the
instrument measuring axes are essentially fixed in direction
and cannot be aligned at will in any desired direction. As a
result, direct offset distances are not measured and observed
with the plotter but rather the two xy components of the
desired distance. In addition, the desired cross section line
is not directly observable by the plotter operator so an
assistant is required to observe and direct the positioning
of the floating mark on the cross section line as plotted on
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the manuscript. Various solutions to this problem are being
investigated by several groups including the instrument
manufacturers. The same problem occurs when a three dimensional
scanning unit is placed on a double projection plotter and
related to the manuscript via the usual coordinatograph.
Limitations of Photogrammetric Methods
With the wider acceptance and utilization of photogram-
metric methods for obtaining highway terrain data, an under-
standing of the limitations as well as the applications of the
approach is in order. There is great danger in misusing
photogrammetric data. Although photogrammetry is capable of
furnishing excellent results, unfortunately it is very easy
to obtain very poor results. And poor results can be obtained
much cheaper than good results.
A photogrammetric system involves a number of steps and
instrumentation components each of which offer many sources
of error. A complete listing of the sources of error would
require many pages. A proper understanding and control over
each of these many sources of error is required to obtain
adequate results.
The selection and correct use of adequate instrumentation
components is of course basic to obtaining desired accuracy.
There is considerable variation in the accuracy capabilities
of various cameras and stereoplotters, especially when they
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are not properly calibrated and operated. The dimensional
instability of all materials used to temporarily store data
while passing through the system is a common source of error.
Inddequate or inaccurate ground control and the additional
errors contributed by photogrammetric control extension often
yield poor results. Model warpage due to careless or incon-
clusive orientation of the photogrammetric model in the
stereoplotter is an extremely dangerous source of error and
has accounted for many very poor results. A great deal
depends on the skill and experience of the stereoplotter
operator and of all the other human elements in be system.
Finally, the knowledge and experience of the engineer respon-
sible for selecting and designing the system to be used and
responsible for the supervision of the operation of the
system is of fundamental importance.
The relatively few thoroughly qualified photogrammetric
engineers and skilled photogrammetric technicians is perhaps
one of the greatest limitations of photogrammetry in the
highway field at the present time. This will be the most
serious obstacle to realizing the real potential value of
photogrammetry.
Unfortunately, many users of photogrammetric data are
responsible for the poor results they often obtain due to
the premium placed on price in awarding photogrammetric
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contracts. Al#hough organizational efficiency and the
suitability of available equipment are important factors
in cost results, low cost is easily obtained by compromising
with accuracy or completeness of data. If price is to be
the principal factor in contact award, an extensive indepen-
dent checking program is essential to insure that adequate
accuracy is delivered. A fair fee neogotiated in a profes-
sional manner with a qualified and reputable organization is
the best insurance that good results will be furnished.
A practical limitation of photogrammetry for obtaining
earthwork data, one often encountered, is that of ground
cover. Accurate and reliable measurements cannot be made
when the surface of the terrain is obscured by vegetation or
heavy shadows. Under some conditions, this limitation can be
quite restrictive and photogrammetric methods should not be
attempted. However, the same conditions of a heavy vegetation
can seriously restrict field survey methods by placing a
practical limit on the number of points it is economical to
obtain. If there are frequent openings in the vegetation
from an aerial viewpoint but not from a ground viewpoint,
photogrammetry can feasibly obtain more data and thereby
better results than a ground survey. However, soild and
continuous ground cover even a low height is a limitation
which must be respected.
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Although speed is one of the principal advantages of
photogrammetry over field surveys, the elapsed time between
decision and final results can occasionally be in favor
of field methods for conventional cross sections. Although
there is no question but what a plotter operator can take
cross sections faster than a field survey party, the plotter
operation must await the procurement of suitable photography
and ground control. If these phases have not been scheduled
in advance, the elapsed calender time might be in favor of
field methods. This is particularly true under terrain and
visibility conditions which do not handicap field operations.
There are also cases in which it would be cheaper to take
the cross sections by field methods. The author is by no
means attempting to promote field methods but only to point
out that photogrammetry cannot be looked upon as applicable
to all conditions and cases, but should be used to advantage
and not misused to disadvantage.
Automatic Output Instrumentation
The manual measuring, recording and punching steps in
the above process can be replaced by use of an automatic
digital readout instrumentation system in conjunction with the
stereoplotter. Such a system requires the following basic
components:
1. A scanning unit for double projection plotters in
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order to convert the optical analog to shaft
rotations
2. An analog to digital conversion unit and associated
components to convert the shaft rotations to digital
output signals
3. Readout equipment to record the digital data such as
electric typewriter, card punch, or tape punch
The first order universal plotters already have a shaft
rotation scanning unit and do not require component (1).
Readout equipment is of course standard equipment and many
different makes are commercially available. A two dimensional
scanning unit for double projection plotters have been built
by the research laboratories of Battelle Memorial Institute
for the Ohio Department'of Highways. A commercially available
three dimensional scanning unit for double projection plotters,
the Nistri Electro-Co-Ordinatometer, is being used by the
M.I.T. Photogrammetry Laboratory for research work.
Considerable work has been done at M.I.T. and by a number
of other organizations on encoding systems for stereoplotters.
This entire subject, including the system developed by the
M.I.T. Photogrammetry Laboratory and Bren Marlyn Laboratories,
is described in considerable detail by D. R. Schurz in M.I.T.
Photogrammetry Laboratory Publication 109, "Digital Readout
Systems and Components for Photogrammetric Instrumentation."
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The advantages of automatic outputs include:
1. A major reduction in manual steps and a savings
in salary expenses
2. An increase in accuracy due- to elimination of some
or all of the graphical steps.
3. The elimination of mistakes in recording and punching
data
4. An increase in speed of-data procurement
These advantages are gained at the expense of a higher capital
investment in instrumentation. Therefore, for a given instal-
lation, an economic analysis would be in order to consider
the work load and possible savings versus equipment costs.
With the rapid developments in the use of electronic
computers in highway engineering practice, it is expected
that the future will see the photogrammetric firm or division
furnishing data in three forms - aerial photographs, topo-
graphic maps, and on punched tape or cards - to the highway
engineering organization or division. The digital terrain
model approach furnishes considerable flexibility in the use
of the punched data for computer analysis of highway problems.
Data Storage Considerations
Since a digital terrain model is generally a representa-
tion of an irregular surface, an enormous quantity of data
may be required to obtain a reasonable model of a relatively
short section of a proposed route.
Consider for example a terrain band 1,000 feet wide with
scan lines spaced at an average distance of 50 feet and an
average of 50 data points per line. A mile of route would
require approximately 5,200 data points; each point might
require 6 digits for x, 5 digits for y, and 4 digits for z,
giving a total of 15 decimal digits per data point, or approxi-
mately 80,000 decimal digits per mile. A 20' x 20' grid for
the same band would require 13,000 points and approximately
200,000 digits. A 10' x 10' grid would require four times
that of the 20' x 20' grid.
A saving in storage capacity can be obtained by taking
advantage of any constant values. For example, the x value
is the same for all points on a given scan line and does not
necessarily have to be repeated for each point. In the system
being used by M.I.T., in the case of punched cards, the x
value is given once on each card and four points are recorded
per card or 8,000 points are recorded per standard box. This
includes an allowance of four card columns per point to
classify the model point in terms of the type and depth of
special material at the point. In the case of punched tape,
the a value is given only once for each scan line. The same
would be true 6f magnetic tape, also.
With allowance for the classification data, punched paper
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tape would store about six data points per foot of tape.
The corresponding figures for 1/2" magnetic tape would be
approximately 120 data points per foot of tape. Thus for the
example of approximately 5,200 data points per mile, the
approximate storage requirements for the three materials would
be:
Punched Cards - 1,300 cards per mile
- 1.5 miles per box
Punched Tape - 870 feet per mile
- 1.15 miles per roll of 1,000 feet
1/2" Magnetic Tape - 43 feet per mile
- 55 miles per reel of 2,400 feet
In terms of storage volume for the same 5,200 points per
mile, it is estimated that these three commonly used computer
input media would have storage capacity in units of miles per
cubic foot about as follows:
Miles/cubic foot
Cards (1/5ft. ) 7.5
3Punched Tape (1/40 ft. ) 46.0
Magnetic Tape (1/12 ft. ) 660.0
Volumetric storage requirements are probably not as
important as the time and cost of initially storing the data
and later reading the data back into the computer memory for
purposes of computation. In the M.I.T. system, storage of
data in cards or punched tape is essentially similar although
the required card punch is more expensive than the paper tape
punch. Magnetic tape storage however is visualized as an
off-line operation from paper tape or cards. Thus the only
reason for using magnetic tape would be to achieve small
storage volume and as will be seen shortly to speed up computer
operation.
The speed for data input is a critical factor in digital
computer operation. Considering the contemporary intermediate
size computers which are being used or proposed for use in
highway engineering applications, typical reading speeds are
as follows:
Digits/second
Cards 266
Paper Tape 540
Magnetic Tape 15,000
Thus the approximate reading time required for the 5,200
data points for the particular computers for which the above
reading speeds apply are:
Minutes/miles
Cards 6 1/2
Paper Tape 4
Magnetic Tape 1/3
At present installation operating cost of $100 per hour,
the reading costs for one mile would be: cards - $10.83,
paper tape - $6.67, magnetic tape - $0.55; and the cost of
expended materials would be approximately $1.30 for cards
and $0.90 for paper tape. Magnetic tape is reusable.
Although the above storage requirements are no real
problem, as the density of points or width of the band materially
increases, the storage requirements grow quite rapidly. For
example, a 20 mile band, 2,000 feet in width, 50 foot scan
lines, and 200 points per line would require about 50 boxes
of punched cards or 1 1/3 reels of magnetic tape. Since from
the standpoint of more automation in obtaining the data and
computer processing speed, such data situations are to be
expected, it is apparent that research in other ways of
storing digital terrain data would be appropriate. Since we
are concerned with the storage of area data, a two dimensional
storage medium suggests itself with photographic storage,
offering a real potential. It is interesting to speculate
that the three dimensional photogrammetric model in a semi-
digital modified form would offer a highly efficient three
dimensional data storage medium if the instrumentation problems
inherent in such an approach could be solved economically.
The Mathematical Terrain Model
The DTM, like the topographic map, furnishes a sample of
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data to represent the continuous surface of the ground. The
DTM furnishes a sample of the infinite number of surface
points, and the topographic map furnishes a sample of the
infinite number of contour lines of the surface. Just as the
engineer must interpolate on the topographic map, the computer
will have to interpolate with the DTM.
The simplest approach to interpolating the elevation cf
a point along a scan line for a given y value is on the basis
of straight line interpolation between the point ahead and
the point back.
Since lines in nature tend to be curved rather than
straight, increased accuracy should be gained by fitting a
curve to the given points. A second degree curve, such as a
parabola, could be determined to pass through three given
points - such as the given point ahead and the two given points
back or the point back and the two points ahead of the
required point.
A more accurate curve would be obtained if a third degree
polynomial of the form
Z = a + by + cy2 + dy3
was determined which passes through the two points back and
the two points ahead. The constants could be evaluated by
solving the following four simultaneous equations
Z = a + by1 + cy 2 + dy 3
Z2 a + by2 + cy22 + dy23
Z3 = a + by3 + cy32 + dy33
Z4 = a + by 4 + cy4 2 + dy4 3
Even with the computer, the solution of such a set of equations
for possible thousands of points would be fairly time consuming
and rather costly.
By writing the third degree polynomial in a slightly
different form, a much more convenient and faster solution is
possible. Using the form
Z = A + B(y-y1 ) + C(y-y1 ) (y-y2 ) + D(y-y1 ) (y-y2 (y-y3
the four simultaneous equations to be solved are now
Z= A + 0 + 0 + 0
Z2 A + B(y2 -y1 ) + 0 + 0
Z3 =A + B(y3 -y1 ) + C(y3-y1 (y 3-y2) + 0
Z= A + B(y 4 -y ) + C(y 4 -y) Hy 4 -y 2) + D(y 4 -y) Hy 4 -y2 Hy 4 -y 3
In a form ready for flow charting for a computer program, we
have as the formulas for the required constants
A = Z
B (Z 2-A)
(y2-yl)
C = 3-A) - B(y 3-y1 )
(y3 y 1 Hy 3 y 2)
D (Z 4-A) - B(y 4-y) - C(y 4-y 1) y4-y2
(4-y 1 4-Y2 Hy4-3
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The above solution to the four simultaneous equations involves
only 16 subtractions, 7 multiplications, and 3 divisions.
Once the constants were determined, the interpolations of each
Z value with the range of usefulness of the curve would require
9 additions or subtractions and 6 multiplications. By
rearranging the terms of the polynomial as follows only 6
additions or subtractions and 3 multiplications would result
Z = A + (y-y 1)fB + (y-y2 ) [C + D(y-y 3 9J
Thus it would appear practical to perform interpolations on
the digital terrain model with a third degree polynomial.
The above special form of treating the polynomial is based
on the technique of Newton's "method of divided differences"
for the manual solution of such problems. The above analytical
version is obviously readily adaptable to machine calculations
and to our particular problem and needs.
Based on the previous form of development of a third
degree polynomial to represent a portion of the surface of the
model, the equation
Z = A + B(y-y ) + C(y-y1 )(y-y 2 ) + D(y-y1 )(y-y 2)(y-y 3
may be differentiated with respect to y to determine the slope
for a required y value
dZ= B + C(y-y1) + (y-y2)+ D(y-y1 )(y-y 2) + (y-y3)(y-y 1)
+ (y-y2)(y- 3
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To locate a maximum value (high point) or a minimum value
(low point) of the function, the above expression for slope
may be equated to zero and solved for y. Expanding terms and
rearranging order, the solution of the problem becomes
- M fM2 - 3DN
3D
where
M = 
- D(yy 2 3
N = - C(y1+y2 ) + D(yy 2+y1 y3 +y2 y 3
The above equation would permit the interpolation for the top
of a hill or bottom of a valley along the scan line profile.
By integrating the polynomial, the area under the curve
may be obtained. The following equation results.
Area y2 Y3 = (Y3 - 2) Z - Ay 1 - Byy 2 - Cy y 2y 3J
2y 3 Y
+ 2 2A - B(y +y2 ) +(y 3-y23 )+ 21 ~ 2) + C~ 2 l 3 2 3
(Y 3 -Y 3)
+ 3 B - C (y 1+y2 +Y 3 ]
4 4
+ 3 4 2  [C
Interpolation between scan lines may be accomplished in
a similar manner by evaluating the polynomials across the scan
lines and parallel to the scan lines which pass through the
desired point from points previously interpolated on the
polynomials along the scan lines. An alternate approach and
one which shows promise is to evaluate the equations of a
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series of surfaces which will fit the DTM points. Considerable
work is being performed on this subject, but it has not yet
reached a stage far enough advanced for reporting atihis time.
One of the principal justifications for the mathematical
terrain model is the possibility of realizing a major reduction
in the number of DTM points necessary to represent an area of
interest. A single third degree polynomial might, for example,
represent a ground profile which would require fifty points
to represent on the basis of straight line interpolation. The
speed and efficiency of the electronic computer permits one
to think in terms of representing the surface of a project
area by thousands or literally tens of thousands of mathematical
equations. Many new doors are opened by this prospect.
Electronic Computer Operations
With the DTM data and mathematical terrain model data
stored on computer input material, it may be read into internal
computer storage in blocks as required. Hence, the represented
surface is essentially available "on demand" at electronic
speeds for operations with the computer. Most applications
of the DTM are concerned with mathematically relating some
spatial surface of interest with the DTM represented surface.
The spatial surface of interest may be of a proposed highway,
the surface of a reservoir, or the path of a microwave. A
series of mathematical equations must be written to represent
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the geometry of such surfaces in a three dimensional coordinate
system. When this had been accomplished, a program is prepared
to give the computer a set of instructions to follow in
relating the two surfaces and computing the answers of interest.
Although each application of the DTM will have unique
requirements and special controls on the necessary computer
programs, there are a number of problems which are common to
many applications. For example, the coordinates of the
intersection of a given plane and the surface of the modelaire
fundamental to the solution of many engineering problems.
The intersection of a vertical plane and the model is a terrain
profile; a horizontal plane and the model, a terrain contour;
and a sloping plane and the model, perhaps the limits of a
highway cut or fill. Such surfaces intersecting the model
might also commonly be cylindrical or conical. Once the
intersections of the two surfaces have been computed, a
common problem is to determine the enclosed areas or volume.
Hence, it is possible to write general computer programs
which can be adapted easily to a wide range of applications.
Three basic electronic computer programs have been
written at M.I.T. for applying the DTM to highway engineering.
The Phase I program is a general horizontal alignment solution
for relating any alignment to the DTM data. The input data
are the coordinates and radius of curvature at each P.I. and
an origin of centerline stationing. The input data can be
referenced to a coordinate system different from that of the
DTM data and usually will be state plane coordinates. The
output of the Phase I program are the DTM coordinates and
centerline stationing of selected points along the &lignment,
usually at stated intervals such as every 50 feet. The
program also serves as a general solution to the profile
problem, furnishing a terrain profile defined by the inter-
section of a series of plane and cylindrical vertical surfaces
with the model. The Phase II program is a solution to the
vertical alignment problem and related the profile reference
line of the highway surface t the DTM data. The input to
Phase II are the station, elevation, and length of parabolic
curve associated with each P.I. The output are the reference
elevations at the same points computed in Phase I. After the
reference line for the proposed highway surface has been
completely fixed in three dimensional space and related to the
DTM data, the Phase III program generates the highway surface,
computes intersections of the surface and the model, determines
enclosed areas and volumes. In the present program, the
surface generated or cross section templet can be composed of
a series of twenty planes, all of which are variables from
job to job, and six of which are variables selected by the
computer. Although these programs have immediate practical
application to a variety of problems, they represent only
the crude beginning of the programs which will ultimately be
used with the DTM.
The programs described above require that the engineer
specify in a large part the shape and location of his surface
df interest. In many cases, it will be possible and desirable
for the computer-to assist in making the selection of the
location of the engineering surface according to limits and
controls set by the engineer. An example would be a problem
in which the computer is required to select the highway profile
or grade line to meet specified optimization conditions and
according to controls on gradient, curvature, sight distance,
design practice, and similar geometric control specifications.
Although the mathematical formulation and programming of such
problems will be quite complex and costly, they are entirely
practical and economically justified.
Multiple Variable Evaluation
The usefulness of the DTM approach can be greatly extended
by simultaneously considering additional variables related to
the problem at hand. This can be accomplished by attaching-
classification information and quantitative data describing
other variables at each point. For example, the total data
associated with each terrain point in the M.I.T. experimental
work and automatically recorded by the output instrumentation
takes the form:
PPPP XXXXXX YYYYY ZZZZZ CCNN
comprised of four identification digits, six digits of the x
coordinate, five of y, five of z, a classification and two
digits of quantitative data. Six different formats of the
output data are presently possible by means of a six position
switch for different IBM card, Remington Rand card, and
Bendix tape punch data formats.
The classification and quantitative data associated with
a given point could take many forms and include a number of
different types of variables. For example, the classification
might be the type of soil at the point and the quantitative
digits, the depth of overburden to bedrock. Such data might
be obtained by airphoto analysis and geophysical methods.
The computer processing program using such DTM data would
make separate volume computations of each type of material
included in the construction requirements. Alternately, the
quantitative data might represent the unit right-of-way cost
and the computer would be expected to determine the relative
land acquisition cost for each alignment evaluated. The
ultimate form of wuch problems will be the digital cost model
previously proposed by the author for computer analysis of
the most economical solution to a problem considering all
cost and benefit variables. Admittedly, such problems become
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quite complex and have immediate practical restrictions but
certainly should be the subject of active research.
Presentation and Utilization of the Output Data
The output of the electronic computer will be a digital
or numerical form of data. Quite often the result of interest
will be in the form of a numerical answer and no further
transformation of the data will be necessary. However, in
many cases the engineer will require an analog form of data
presentation for human study. A graphical plot will be the
most common converted form of interest.
Continuous line plotters are now availaba for graphically
plotting the results of DTM problems. The potential applica-
tions of the DTM will call for a family of such plotters.
For example, the output of the mathematical terrain model
approach would call for a system which would permit plotting
of the continuous third or higher degree polynomial equations
defining surface profiles.
It should be noted that the computer analysis of the
mathematical terrain model could furnish output data for the
plotting of contour lines either in terms of the coordinates
of a large number of points on each contour or in terms of a
series of equations defining each contour line. Such loutput
could be automatically plotted to obtain contour maps of the
DTM area. An electronic computer program has been written by
the M.I.T. Computation Center for plotting and recording a
contour map of a matrix of digital values with the Type 740
Cathode Ray tube output recorder of the IBM 704 computer.
This program is being extensively used at M.I.T. in scientific
data reduction and illustrates a number of possibilities in
the engineering field. In addition to two dimensional
continuous plots, the output data can be used for controlling
three dimensional cutting machines for carving physical models
of the DTM area. In all of the previous examples, the equations
defining the engineering surfaces of interest will furnish the
data for the plotting or carving of such surfaces along with
the DTM surface. There are many possible forms and uses for
the output, of the DTM system in solving engineering problems.
Resume of Applications
A number of application examples have already been mentione
to illustrate characteristics of the DTM approach. A resume of
these and several other civil engineering areas of application
follows:
a. Location, design, and quantity analysis for highways,
railroads, canals, levees, dams, dredging, airports,
building developments, etc.
b. Quantity determinations for borrow pits, quarries,
open pit mines, coal and ore piles, and other types
of man-made and natural cuts and embankments.
d
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c. Surface change studies related to settlement,
erosion, silting, etc.
d. Clearance studies for airport approach zones, micro-
wave systems, radar and missle installations, etc.
e. Terrain analysis problems associated with reservoirs,
drainage problems, transmission lines of all types,
etc.
In essence, it may be said that whenever two surfaces of
interest are to be related and computations are required, the
DTM offers a possible approach. Photogrammetry will usually
offer the only practical approach to the problem of obtaining
the required data and the electronic computer makes it
possible to consider computing problems which would require
an army of men with desk calculators.
P A RT III
APPLICATION OF DTM TO
H I G H W A Y E N G IN E E R ING
INTRODUCTION
The general theory and concepts presented in the
previous section have been developed into an operational
system for applying the DTM to highway engineering. A
series of programs have been written for the IBM 650
electronic data processing machine. The purpose of this
section of the thesis is to explain the steps which the
engineer would take in applying the DTM system and to
fully describe the required input data for each program
and the output from each program.
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SUMMARY OF DTM SYSTEM
Data Procurement
1. Digitized Band - A band or area of interest, cover-
ing the limits of investigation, is selected by the engineer.
The width of the band is a function of location phase (recon-
naissance, preliminary, or final) and amount of latitude in
considering alternate solutions in light of other location
factors.
2. Data Coordinate System - A convenient baseline is
selected to form the x axis of a data coordinate system. When
there is a major change in the general direction of the band,
a new baseline is selected. The baseline is related to state
plane coordinates to fix it in space.
3. Terrain Cross Section Lines - Data is taken along
a series of parallel lines at right angles to the data base-
line. A terrain cross section line is defined by its x
coordinate. The spacing of the lines may be variable or fixed,
at the choice of the engineer. The density of cross section
lines will depend on location phase and the nature of the
terrain.
4. Data Points - Data points along the terrain cross
section lines are selected to represent the surface of the
terrain. A point is defined by its y offset distance from
the baseline and its z elevation. The y and z intervals may
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be variable or either one may be fixed. The density of the
points will depend on the location phase and the nature of
the terrain.
5. DTM Data Sources - The terrain data for the DTM
may be taken from a standard photogrammetric contour map or
directly with a stereoplotter. No special instrumentation
is necessary in either case, but of course automatic recording
apparatus facilitates taking the data.
Engineering Analysis and Computer Processing
1. Trial Alignments - Based on a study of the maps and
other location factor data, the engineer selects the horizontal
alignments within the digitized band which are to be numerically
evaluated. Each trial alignment is defined by specifying the
state plane coordinates and radius at each P.I.
2. Horizontal Alignment Program - The Phase I computer
programs compute the centerline geometry for each alignment
and relate it to the terrain data. Tie ground profile along
the centerline and any desired parallel offset lines are
computed.
3. Trial Grade Lines - The ground profiles are plotted
and with the aid of other governing data, the engineer selects
one or more trial grade lines for each horizontal alignment.
The trial grade lines are defined by specifying the station,
elevation, and vertical curve length at each V.P.I.
4. Vertical Alignment Program - The Phase II computer
programs compute the geometry of each grade line and relates
it to the terrain data.
5. Cross Section Design - The engineer specifies the
typical cross section design of the highway and the specifica-
tions governing the variables such as side slopes.
6. Earthwork Program - The Phase III computer programs
utilize the results of the Phase I and Phase II programs, the
cross section design data, and the DTM terrain data to compute
standard earthwork data such as slope stake locations, cut
and fill areas, cut and fill volumes, etc.
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DTM TERRAIN DATA
Engineering Procedure
1. The total data associated with each terrain point
on a cross section is as follows:-
xxxxx.x - coordinate of the cross section (6 digits)
yyyy.y - coordinate of the point (5 digits)
zzzz.z - elevation of the point (5 digits)
cc - classification data (4 classifications)
dd - quantitative data (2 digits)
2. The xyz data may be stripped from a contour map by
plotting the baseline and section lines and taking the data
off manually or with the aid of automatic measuring and
recording devices.
3. The xyz data may be taken directly with a stereo-
plotter by plotting the baseline and section lines on the
manuscript and/or with the aid of automatic measuring and
recording devices. A rather high degree of automation is
economically justified in the taking of DTM data due to
extensive amount of systematic data taking involved.
4. The spacing of the cross sections may be variable or
a constant increment. Points along the cross section may be
taken at (a) variable intervals of y and z, .(b) equal increments
of y, (c) equal increments of z, or (d) a combination of such
schemes - all at the option of the engineer.
5. The classification is recorded as 88,89,98,99. It
is designed to specify the type of soil at the point. The
two digits of quantitative data are designed to specify the
depth of overburden to rock at the point. Many combinations
are possible. The one in use is
88-xx type A material over rock
89-xx type B material over rock
98-xx type C material over rock
99-xx peat to depth xx
The combination selected must be compatible with the earthwork
program being used. If the ccdd data is not available, this
facility of the system may be ignored.
Specifications
1. The maximum values for the coordinates without
reindexing are
x - 99,999.9 feet (19 miles)
y - 9,999.9 feet (1.9 miles)
z - 9,999.9 feet
These capacities can be increased by a factor of 10 by record-
ing to the nearest foot if appropriate changes are made in the
computer control panel.
2. Data must be recorded in order of increasing x value
and increasing y value.
3. Two points cannot have the same y value (i.e. slope
cannot be infinite).
4. A minimum number of points per cross section will
usually be restricted by the computer programs. Unless
otherwise noted on the program descriptions, the maximum is
47 points.
Identification Code
The terrain data is identified by the project number and
the number of the associated baseline.
Computer Input Data
The computer input data is the xxxxx.x of each cross
section followed by a series of yyyy.y, zzzz.z, ccdd values
for the points on the cross section.
DTM TERRAIN DATA - IBM INPUT CARD DESCRIPTIONS
Beginning-of-Line Cards
1. A beginning-of-line card signifies to the computer
that a new terrain cross section line follows (i.e. that x
has changed). A beginning-of-line card must therefor precede
the series of terrain data cards for each cross section.
2. The beginning-of-line card records the identifica-
tion number and the new x value.
3. The first and last card of the terrain data deck
must be beginning-of-line cards.
Terrain Data Cards
1. The cross section data is recorded on a series of
consecutive cards. The ppppp xxxxx.x data for the cross
section is repeated at the beginning of each card for purposes
of identification followed by the yyyy.y zzzz.z ccdd data for
up to four consecutive points per card.
2. The x value on the card must agree with the x of
the beginning-of-line card for the section and the cards must
be in order of increasing y value.
3. An 11 punch in card column 12 identifies the card
as a terrain data card.
4. A 12 punch immediately following the data for a
point signifies to the computer that the previous point was
in error and is to be ignored.
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5. An 11 punch immediately following the data for a
point signifies that it was the last point on the card.
6. If the ccdd data is not available for a given job,
pertinent columns are left blank and are suppressed on the
control panel.
7. All previously mentioned specifications on DTM
terrain data must be met in punching the cards.
DTM TERRAIN DATA - IBM CARD FORMATS
Card
Column Form Quantity
Beginning of Line Card (one per terrain cross section)
1-5
6-11
12-80
NNNNN
xxxxx. x
Identification Number
DTM x coordinate of the cross section
Blank
Terrain Data Cards (up to four points per card)
1-5
6-11
12
13
14-18
19
20-24
25
26-27
28-29
30
31-35
36
37-41
42
43-44
45-46
47
48-52
53
54-58
59
60-61
62-63
64
65-69
70
71-75
76
77-78
79-80
NNNNN
xxxxx. x
yyyy y
zzzz. z
cc
dd
yyyy y
zzzz. z
cc
dd
yyyy.y
zzzz. z
cc
dd
yyyy.y
zzzz. z
cc
dd
Identification Number
DTM x coordinate of the cross section
11 punch (identifies card as Terrain Data
Blank (or 11 or 12 punch) Card)
y coordinate
Blank
z coordinate (elevation) First pointBlank
Classification Information
Quantitative Information
Blank (or 11 or 12 punch)
y coordinate
Blank
z coordinate (elevation) Second poinBlank
Classification Information
Quantitative Information
Blank (or 11 or 12 punch)
y coordinate
Blank
z coordinate (elevation) Third point
Blank
Classification Information
Quantitative Information
Blank (or 11 or 12 punch)
y coordinate
Blank
z coordinate (elevation) Fourth poin
Blank
Classification Information
Quantitative Information
t
t
Error Designation - 12 punch in cc 13, 30, 47, 64 signifies
that the previous terrain point is in error and is
to be ignored by computer
Partial Card - 11 punch in cc 13, 30, 47, 64 signifies that
there is no more significant data on the remainder
of the card
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DTM DATA BASELINE
Engineering Procedure
1. The data baseline is arbitrary and selected as a
matter of convenience. It should parallel the long dimension
of the band. When there is a major change in the direction
of the band (say over 45 degrees), it may be desirable to break
the band into two or more separate sections each with its own
data baseline in order to keep the skew between the trial
alignments and the terrain cross sections within reason.
2. When more than one baseline is necessary, each
section covered by a particular baseline is computed separately
and the results of the separate sections summed for the total
job. Computer computations will not proceed continuously
from one DTM coordinate field to another. Therefore, the
number of baseline breaks should be minimized in so far as
possible.
3. The data baseline may be selected with the aid of
a small scale map showing the limits of the band to be digitized.
Subsequent computations and the plotting of the baseline on
large scale maps and stereoplotter manuscripts is facilitated
by selecting a line which passes through a number of state
plane coordinate grid intersections. This would correspond
to lines with a tangent of the bearing equal to 1, 1/2, 1/3,
1/4, 1/5, etc. and their reciprocals.
Specifications
1. All data coordinates must always be positive. There-
fore, the entire band to be digitized must be in the first
quadrant.
2. For data coordinates to the nearest tenth of a foot,
the maximum values for x and y without reindexing are
x 99,999.9 feet (19 miles)
y 9,999.9 feet (1.9 miles)
For recording to the nearest foot, these capacities can be
increased by a factor of 10 by control panel changes.
Identification Code
The DTM system uses a 10 digit identification code as
follows:
Digits 1-4 Project Identification
Digit 5 Baseline Number
Digit 6 Alignment Section Number
Digit 7 Trail Alignment Number
Digit 8 Alignment Modification Number
Digit 9 Trial Grade Line Number
Digit 10 Grade Line Modification Number
The project number and baseline number are associated with the
baseline definition data.
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Computer Input Data
The engineer furnishes the following data to define the
data baseline.
NNNNN - Project number and baseline number
XXXX,XXX.XXX State plane coordinates of the origin of
Y,YYY,YYY.YYYJ the baseline
AAA.AAAAAAA - Azimuth (measured clockwise from north) of
the base line
UDTM PHASE I
HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
Engineering Procedure
1. With the aid of a standard photogrammetric map,
aerial photographs, and other location factor data, the engi-
neer selects the trial alignment to be numerically evaluated.
Normally these will be plotted on the map and standard
procedure followed except that more than the usual number
of lines will be plotted and actually computed in detail.
2. The state plane coordinates of the origin, each
P.I. and the terminus of each line are scaled from the map
plot. The centerline station of the origin and the radius
of curvature associated with each P.I. are designated by the
engineer.
Program Description
1. The purpose of the Phase I program is to compute
the geometry of the centerline and to geometrically relate
the alignment to the terrain data.
2. The azimuth of each tangent is computed, the curves
computed, and the centerline stationed at each terrain section,
P.C. and P.I.
3. The offset from the baseline to the centerline, the
ground elevation, and the skew angle is computed for each
terrain section.
Specifications
1. Te origin and terminus of the alignment must be
on a tangent section or at a P.C. or P.T. They may not be
on a curve.
2. The horizontal curves must not overlap.
3. The number of P.I.'s cannot exceed 48 for a sing
computer run.
4. The azimuth of any tangent (measured clockwise f
north) cannot be 900 (i.e. the Y coordinate of two success
P.Z.'s cannot be the same since the tangent of the azimuth
angle is used in the computations).
5. All specifications of the DTM terrain data must
le
rom
Lve
met.
Identification Code
The horizontal alignment has three digits of identification
(digits 6 - 8 of the 10 digit total identification code): The
first may be used for the section number if the various align-
ments have points in common and are to be summed in different
combinations. The second digit may be the line number. The
third may be a modification number associated with a particular
be
line. Examples of modifications would/parallel shifts, P.I.
shifts, and curve radius variation. Different organizations
may choose to use the 3 digits of horizontal alignment identi-
fication.
b)e
Computer Input Data
In addition to the baseline definition data, the terrain
data deck, and the identification number, the engineer must
furnish the following input data.
XXXXXXX.XXX State plane coordinates of each P.I.,
YYYYYYY.YYY origin, and terminus
RRRRRRR.RRR Radius of each P.I.
SSSSSSS.SSS Centerline station of origin
Computations proceed until (a) all terrain cross sections have
been processed or (b) the terminus of alignment is reached.
Computer Output Data
1. For each horizontal curve, the outout data is as
follows:
AAA.AAAAAAA
SSSSSSS.SSS
SSSSSSS.SSS
TTTTTTT.TTT
AAA. AAAAAAA
2. For each
as follows:
SSS+SS.SSS
yyyy.yyy
zzzz.zzz
c.ccccccccc
Azimuth of the forward tangent
Centerline station of the P.C.
Centerline station of the P.T.
Tangent distance of the curve
Intersection angle of the tangents
terrain cross section, the output data is
Centerline station of the section
y coordinate of the centerline
Ground elevation at centerline
Cosine of skew angle.
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PHASE I - PROGRAMMED STOPS - IBM 650
HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
The computer has been programmed to test for the errors
listed below and punch out an identifying card when an error
occurs. Depending on the setting of a switch on the console,
when an error occurs, the following alternates are offered:
a. the computer stops and the run is terminated
b. the computer stops and is restarted by the operator
(error is ignored and computation continues)
c. the error is ignored and the computation continues
(computer does not stop)
In all three cases an error card is punched and the error
identification will appear in the listing. The engineer should
instruct the operator as to which of the above procedures to
follow.
1. If the station of the P.T. of one curve is greater than
the station of the P.C. of the succeeding curve, a card is
punched reading:
ERROR CURVE OVERLAP XPI IS XOOXXXX.XXX
where the x value is the x coordinate of the P.I. of the
second curve. A change in radii must be made to avoid the
curve overlap.
2. If the x value on a terrain data card does not agree with
the x value on the beginning-of-line card for the section, a
i Oil-
card is punched reading:
ERROR NOT SAME X X PRIOR IS XXXXXXX.XXX
where the x value is that of the beginning-of-line card. This
means that a beginning-of-line card was omitted, a card is
out of order, or a card was mispunched.
3. If the x value of a beginning-of-line card is not greater
than that of the preceding beginning-of-line card, a card is
punched reading:
ERROR X NOT GREATER X PRIOR IS XXXXXXX.XXX
where the x value is that of the previous beginning-of-line
card. This means that one or more cards are out of order or
that a card has been mispunched.
4. If the centerline does not fall within the limits of the
terrain data, a card will be punched reading:
ERROR OUT OF TABLE HIGH X IS XXXX.XXX
or ERROR OUT OF TABLE LOW X IS XOXXXXX
where the x value is that of the cross section involved. This
means that insufficient data was recorded or a card was
mispunched.
* * * *
The following is an end of computation stop and not
classified as an error.
5. If the x value of the cross section is greater than the
x value of the terminus of the alignment, a card is punched
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reading:
ERROR X GREATER THAN X MAX X IS XXXXKXX.XXX
where the x value is that of the first section beyond the
terminus. This means that the terrain data deck contains
cross sections beyond the alignment terminus. There are
not computed and the computation is concluded. It may not
be restarted.
If the terrain data cards are exhausted before the
terminus is reached, the computation concludes at that point.
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DTM PHASE I INPUT DATA - IBM CARD FOPMATS
HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
Card
Column Form
Baseline Data Card
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
NNNNNOOOOO
XXXXXXX.=XXX
YYYYYYY.Yyy
AAA.AAAAAAA
Quantity
Identification Number (5 digits + 5 zeros)
State X coord. of baseline origin
State Y coord. of baseline origin
Azimuth of baseline
Origin of Alignment Card
NNNNNNNN0O
XXXXXXX.XXXO
YYYYYYY.YYY
SSSSSSS.SSS
NNNNNNNNOO
XXXXXXX. XXX
YYYYYYY.YYY
RRRRRRR.RRR
Identification Number (8 digits + 2 zeros)
State X coord. of alignment origin
State Y coord. of alignment origin
Centerline station of alignment origin
Identification Number (8 digits + 2 zeros)
State X coord. of P.I.
State Y coord. of P.I.
Radius of Curvature at P.I.
Terminus of Alignment Card
NNNNNNNNO00
XXXXXXX.XXX
YYYYYYY.YYY
0000000000
Identification Number (8 digits + 2 zeros)
State X coord. of alignment terminus
State Y coord. of alignment terminus
Zeros
For all cards
1. A 12 punch must appear in card columns 1, 10,
20,30, and 40
2. Card columns 41-80 are not used and not read
by computer. Thermay be used for descriptive
information such as date, title, etc. to aid
in card handling.
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
-- - lo -- - -- . -
P.I. Cards (One per P.I.)
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DTM PHASE I OUTPUT DATA - IBM CARD FORMATS
HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
Form Quantity
Initial Tangent Card
NNNNNNNNOO
AAA. AAAAAAA
xxxxxxx.xxx
9999999999
Identification Number
Azimuth of the first tangent ahead
Ignore
Baseline coord. of alignment terminus
Ignore
All 9's identifies card as alignment data
Curve Definition Cards (One per P.I.)
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
NNNNNNNNOO
AAA.AAAAAAA
SSSSSSS.SSS
SSSSSSS.SSS
TTTTTTT.TTT
AAA.AAAAAAA
yyyyyyy.yyy
9999999999
Final Tangent Card
1-10 NNNNNNNNOO
11-60
61-70 SSSSSSS.SSS
71-80 9999999999
Note: The above
cc 1, 10,
Identification Number
Azimuth of forward tangent
Station of the P.C.
Station of the P.T.
Curve tangent distance
Deflection angle of curve
Offset distance from baseline to P.C.
All 9's identifies card as alignment data
Identification Number
Ignore
Station of alignment terminus
All 9's identifies card as alignment data
3 types of cards will have a 12 punch in
20, 30, 40, 50, 70 and 80; cc 60 may have
an 11 or 12 punch
Cross Section Definition Card
NNNNNNNNOO
xxxxx.x
SSS+SS.SSS
yyyy.yyy
zzzz.zzz
0000.000
c.ccccccccc
Identification Number
Blank
Baseline coord. x value of section
Blank
Centerline station of section
Blank
Offset distance y from baseline to i
Blank
Ground elevation at 9
Blank
Zeros - ignore
Blank
Cosine of skew angle of section with ,
Note: (a) Decimal point (12, 8 & 3 punches) in cc 19, 29,
39, 50 and 71
(b) + symbol in stationing may be *, #, =, etc.
Card
Column
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-70
71-80
1-10
11-12
13-20
21-22
23-32
33-34
35-42
43-45
46-53
54-56
57-64
65-69
70-80
IdentificaiKxacoord. Station
tion - PHASE RAY 2958
A23456789018470509700000000000001248A1 29qQ00000000 +
A234567890146189587B000121175A000591730H000244557B038515509P0001
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1?.34567890
123456-1890
1 23456(90
12345 890
123+ 890
.12345 890
12345&i4890
1234567)890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
000100.0
000200.0
000300.0
000400.0
000500.0
000600.0
000700.0
000800.0
000900.0
001000.0
001100.0
001200.0
001300.0
001400.0
001500.0
001600.0
001700.0
001800.0
001900.0
002000.0
002100.0
002200.0
002300.0
002400.0
002500.0
002600.0
002700.0
002800.0
002900.0
003000.0
003100.0
123456789-0. 003200.0
1 00 33300.0
1 ll,9 -003400.011 .~678~ ,03500.0
123 003600.0
1 23 90 003700.0
1234567890 003800.0
1234567890 003900.0
1234567890 004000.0
1234567890 004100.0
1234567890 004200.0
1234567890 004300.0
1234567890 004400.0
1234567890 004500.0
1234567890 004600.0
1234567890 004700.0
1234567890 004800.0
1234567890 004900.0
1234567890 005000.0
1234567890 005100.0
1234567890 005200.0
1234567890 005300.0
001=17.039
002=34.033
003=51.028
004=68.023
005=85.017
007=02.012
008=19.007
009=36.001
010=52.996
011=69.991
012=86.737
014=02.423
015=17.028
016=30.610
017=43o227
018=54.930
019=65.772
020=75.797
021=85.049
022=93.574
024=01.408
025=08.590
026=15.157
027=21.144
028=26.584
029=31.509
030=35.948
031=39.934
032=43.493
033=46.653
034=49.442
035=51.885
1839.908
1779.181
1718..454
1657.727
1597.000
1536.273
1475.547
1414.820
1354.093
1293.367
1233.109
1174.951
1118.972
1065.116
1013.326
0963.551
0915.744
0869.862
0825.862
0783.706
0743.358
0704.786
0667.957
0632.843
0599.417
0567.652
0537.527
0509.018
0482.106
0456.771
0432.995
0410.764
0082.022
0084.000
0084.000
0084.980
0092.065
0092*148
0100.000
0110.876
0118.381
0109.623
0103.940
0110.647
0108.000
0105.411
0106.889
0110.023
0104.621
0098.795
0094.503
0089.363
0089.120
0090.134
0085.275
0078.000
0076.000
0073.640
0076.880
0084.062
0088.000
0092.000
0089.428
0087.659
036=54.0-Q6. 0390wL(-,l 0079.997.
037=55.8537607- 0074.235(
038=57. 3-0-10074.00Q
039=58. '"SM'0 16762
040=59.
041=60.64w z r6 b2.000
042=61.332 0297.247 0072.000
043=61.865 0286.919 Q072.000
044=62.259 0278.040 0074.400
045=62.536 0270.604 .0073.280
046=62.717 0264.606 0074.263
047=62.822 0260.043,0077.680
048=62.871 0256.911 0076.595
049=62.887 0255.209 0077.068
050=62.888 0254.937 0073.617
051=62.896 0256.093 0077.479
052=62.930 0258.678 0080.277
053=63.012 0262.694 0086.000
054=63.161 0268.144 0075.534
055=63.398 0275.031 0066.000
056=63.746 0283.358 0066.000
1234567890 005400.0 057=64.223 0293.132
1234567890 005500.0- 058=64.852 0304*358
A234567890165631219B001093405H0012630660000
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1 234567890
12?34567890
1234567890
1234567800
005600.0
005700.0
005800.0
005900.0
006000.0
006100.0
006200.0
006300.0
006400.0
006500.0
006600.0
006700.0
006800.0
006900.0
007000.0
007100.0
007200.0
007300.0
007400.0
007500.0
007600.0
007700.0
007800.0
007900.0
008000.0
008100.0
008200.0
0083-00.0
008400.0
008500.0
008600.0
008700.0
008800.0
008900.0
009000.0
009100.0
009200.0
009300.0
009400.0
009500.0
009600.0
009700.0
009800.0
009900.0
010000.0
010100.0
010200*0
010300.0
010400.0
010500.0
010600.0
010700.0
010800.0
059=65.633
060=66.438
061=67.243
062=68.049
063=68.854
064=69.659
065=70.464
066=71.269
067=72.074
068=72.880
069=73.685
070=74.490
071=75.295
072=76.100
073=76.905
074=77.711
075=78.516
076=79..321
077=80.126
078=80.931
079=81.736
080=82.542
081=83.347
082=84.152
083=84.957
084=85.762
085=86.567
086=87.373
087=88.178
088=88.983
089=89.788
090=90.593
09 1=91.398
092=92*204
093=93.009
094=93.814
095=94.619
096=95.424
097=96.229
098=97.035
099=97.840
100=98.645
101=99.450
103=00.255
104=01.060
105=01.866
106=02* 671
107=03.476
108=04.281
109=05.086
110=05.814
111=06.347
112=06.689
0316.874
0329.589
0342.304
0355.020
0367.735
0380.451
0393.166
0405.881
0418.597
0431.312
0444.028
0456.743
0469.458
0482.174
0494.889
0507.605
0520.320
0533#035
0545.751
0558.466
0571.182
0583.897
0596.612
0609.328
0622.043
0634.759
0647.474
0660.189
0672.905
0685.620
0698.336
0711.051
0723.766
0736.482
0749.197
0761.913
0774.628
0787.343
0800.059
0812.774
0825.490
0838.205
0850.920
0863.636
0876.351
0889.067
0901*782
0914.497
0927.213
0939.928
0952.125
0962.367
0970.584
0066.000
0064.000
085653E0194
0065138
0081.110
0092.915
0106.106
0114.560
0114.840
0114.486
0121.069
0132.125
0144.387
0152.445
0154*503
0158.034
0160.388
0161.488
0162.475
0156*042
0155-3-431
0160.703
0156.448
0155.002
0153*988
0152.401
0152.275
0151.944
0149.978
0148.728
0144.257
0141.756
0138.635
0136.233
0136.412
0132-.000
0130.620
0129.288
0129.344
0130.879
0131.442
0131.728
0134.000
0129.516
0127.478
0126.482
0127.351
0131.445
0133.650
0136.928
0136.000
0136.000
0122.341
0120.000
0118.000
0136.093
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.#000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328*000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
Cosine
+999999999:
27169A999999999:
0.85473970
0*854739701.
0.85473970'
0.85473970 -
0.854739701
0.85473970.
0.854739701
0.85473970'
0.854739701
0.85473970S
0 86025088(
0*468559462
876556495
1,884250261
*89164 9V
;$9 4(
0 0 43
0 *9 4A2 1572
0.93t52-100 9*,4,-
0.940 130 1
0*94666961-4
0.950778821
0.955316551
0.95962017'
096369286!
0*96753750(
0#97115679;
0.995328(
924C
83(
21]
63
34"1
70574
0*99226270':
0.99394591',
0.'99542130
0. 99668 9 76 e
0.997752086
0.99860893
0*999?6084(
0#99970819E
0.999951283
0.999990254
0.999825115
0.99945579(
0.99888203(
0.99810349f
0.997119705
0.99593004C
4328.000
4328.000
416311000094358
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328*000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000.
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328.000
4328*000
0.99453377t
0*99293003
39999999991
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.99201265'
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.992012655
0.99201265!
0.99372069:
0.995769381
0.99741278f
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PHASE IA
EVEN STATION INTERPOLATION PROGRAM
Program Description & Engineering Procedure
1. The output of Phase I gives the interpolated ground
elevation on the centerline at each terrain cross section and
the centerline station of the cross section. Usually these
will be odd stations which would be inconvenient to use in
plotting a terrain profile of the centerline.
2. The Phase IA program takes the output of Phase I
and interpolates centerline elevations on even stationing.
The output is therefore a series of ground elevations on even
stations for plotting a ground profile. The plotted ground
profile is used in selecting trial grade lines for each trial
alignment.
Computer Input Data
In addition to the output deck from the Phase I run,
the required input data is
SSSSSSS.SSS Centerline station of first even station
point desired
xxxxxx.xxx Increment between even stations, usually
50' or 100'
Computer Output Data
The output for the program is a series of even stations
SSSSSSS.SSS and the interpolated ground elevation tzzzzzz.tzz
at each station.
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PHASE IA - IBM CARD FORMATS
EVEN STATION INTERPOLATION PROGRAM
Input Data (Transfer Card)
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-80
Output Card
cc 1-10
11-22
23-32
33-45
46-53
54-80
6919531952
2411401954
SSSSSSS.SSS
6919561955
2411201100
xxxxxxx.xxx
(One per station)
NNNNNNNNOO
SSS+SS.SSS
'zzz.p zzz
Computer Instructions
Computer Instructions
Station of first point
Computer Instructions
Computer Instructions
Increment between stations
Blank
Identification Number
Blank or Zeros
Station
Blank or Zeros
Ground Elevation
Blank or Zeros
Identification Station Elevation
214567890 000000.0 061=00.000 0000.000 0085.0
1234567890 000000.0 062=00.000 0000.000 0097.1
1234567890 000000.0 063=00.000 0000.000 010
1734567890 0000000 064=00.000 0000000 011446
1234567890 000000#0 065=00*000 0000*000 0114 7
il A5i&Th0 000 0 00&h000 00n00sft 01 6I1?34567890 0000*0 066F A.
1234567890 000000.0 089=00&000 0000.000 01 2
1234567890 000 0511
173457690 000000 =00 0 0000#000 013j'
1734567890 000000 069=00*0 00 0000.000 0 4
1234567890 000000O 07000*000 0000.000 015,1
1234567890 000000*0 071=~0A000 OOoOOO 0 15 ( 5, w.
1734567890 pooooO.0 073=zpp000 0000.000 0160
1 73456A78 90 0f00 0b0t00 QQl0r
1734567890 000000.0 07=00*000 0000*000 0
1234567890 
-D-0-0-000 # 0 07 00 000 001106Q
1234567890 0174567890 000000.0 066=00.000 0000&000 1
1234578 nn000.0& 067=00.000 0000&000
1 2345678 D0-- =00& 06=00000 -0000.000 01
1234789 000000.0 069=00.000 0000.000
2 34 -67 90-0 0000 -.0- -- :0=  0  0 0 0 00000
23 5 LH--- 000 &0 71=0 .  00.0
123 56 BEQ000000.00 072=.00.000 0000.000 0.
1235679000 00.0 073=0 . 00 .0 O
:1-245 89000 74 A. 0 000 0
12356790 000000.0 075=00.000 0000.000-
1214568 n0on000.0 078=00.000 0000.000 0
1234567890 00C& 8=00000@0 14
123567-9-00  an 9 -=OAL- -- D- 0 a 011e
12-456890C)0QQ0a 0'01=0&00 000SO0 01 6140M 7.
1235689 00 00 0& --- a 2F 0 00 0.00 0 0150 e
1 ;145789L...-(JD0Qik 9=00000006 015
124-6190000000.0 077=00.000 0000.000 0
1234567890 000000. 1078=00.000 00&0
1214567890 000000.0 079=00.0oo00000
1234567890 000000 a0 -- 1080=00.-000--00DwD(
1? 34,567890 000000.0 1081=00.00000.00 0
1234567890 -000-a0. 082=00a0Q00-onann
12.3-4567890 000000.0a 083ci=00.000oo--Qno&0
1244567890 -0L000 .-0 084=00.n000L.060 03
1 234567890 000000.0C 1085=00.000 0&Q 0
124-567890 U00000. 086=00.0no00nn 0 03
1?467890 n0n0000.0) 087=00.0on00060 013
1467890 i~no nooo 02)14567890) f
0-5 7 890 00n020
1102=000.00 00118
1 1 1=nn.n00 0000no * 0
114=00*000 0000.0-00
DTM Phase IA - Sample Output Sheet
86a
114-456789o 00000060 0 14 0.
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PHASE IB
PARALLEL OFFSET PROGRAM
Program Description & Engineering Procedure
1. As an aid in selecting the grade line, for consid-
ering lateral shifts of the alignment, and for other types
of studies, it will often be of value to have terrain profiles
for offset lines parallel to the centerline.
2. The Phase IB program is the same as the Phase I
program, except that in addition to the Phase I output data
for the centerline, a similar set of data is obtained for a
right and left parallel offset line.
3. The data for the parallel offset lines may also be
put through Phase IA for even station interpolation of profile
plot data after sorting the cards for the three separate lines.
4. All specification and procedures described under
Phase I are applicable to Phase IB.
5. Phase IB is particularly useful when a separate grade
line is being considered for each half of a divided highway.
The output of Phase IB can also be used as the input to a
rapid reconnaissance type earthwork program for considering
a very large number of alternate lines in the early stages.
Computer Input Data
In addition to the input data required for Phase I, the
engineer must specify the value of the offset distance to
88
the parallel lines
Computer Output Data
The output data is the same as for Phase I except that
the data will be recorded for the right and left offset
lines as well as the centerline.
PHASE IB - IBM CARD FORMATS
PARALLEL OFFSET PROGRAM
Input Data (Transfer Card)
cc 1-10 6919531952 Computer Instructions
11-20 2411761954 Computer Instructions
21-30 xxxxxxX.x>t Offset Distance
31-40 6919561955 Computer Instructions
41-50 2419180177 Computer Instructions
51-60 2114311171 Computer Instructions
61-80 Blank
12 punches in cc 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60.
Output Data
The same output cards and formats for Phase I are received
with the following exceptions.
1. Three cross section definition cards will be punched
per section.
2. The first will be for the centerline.
3. The second will be for the left offset and will have
5.555555555 in place of Cosine *.
4. The third will be for the right offset and will have
7.777777777 in place of Cosine *.
Mf10966600__00000000- 900'LViI0_ i76*1860 6lLO=LlI 0OOE10 068L9S'e~l
4b"LILL 4 000Q000 6S6*jilt0 L . 46 0 U00=911 U0OZU 0 689S-iOcZI
009,0990 899 00L 0=911 00U II) 06SL9i Z1
12gOL9666600 0C00UO- skE*tt ~tu 5GC% 860 UQOL0911 OOUeltO 068L9Vi l
~Lo O~OOUUO. I'LEIQ_490 &U66090U=,611 ()tOItU U68L9S~,Z21
siis~iso(ooo')uo0~oS4- 0 i u O Li%'.V0L 66609U= lI ()00L1LO ()8L9i~ Z
OSC6Z6666*0 000*0000 U 0SVI~U 9910k.60 66*90= ;il 000Oil IU 68L9SVL4t
LLLULLLL.LL U000000- 660OI~lU 9160zb0 L6*90=47i 00000LT0 068,L9GViZ
issisi~ios 000*UU00- £LSt0 800t*I0t L6*90',11 OOOQttO 068k9SIFI t
#9t6#66600 00000000- 6499'6v1O LL60OV60 E L9U=Vt 0*0001.1U 068L9VI Z
LLLLLL04. 000*0000.. L808zl0 VUL9tb60 E£ 90=i£11 000601006849SVZZI
ii 0000000 uoooo0o 9 *11+itl 9909LUI iV90=i;,t 000601U 068,L9!6VZ1
696S9266*0 0000000- sevQI0 S949L60 e- 9U9011 U0006010 06S49Stk21
L444LL44 000'0000U- 0OSLIU 8ZV*0160 68909U=Zl 00QOt0 U06f3L9#,,1
000'00000-e LZ6*VI0 '70i0t689*9U=Z1 00008010 06V49Gi£tl
9842Zt4L6600 O00O000w £609,i0 Vki 0Lb0 6990U=Z1C)'00801U0O68L9cit
LL.LLLIL-L9.. 4 00UUUm UUOt0 c4i1*460 LV09U0iiI OUULUIU U6L96i &l
sl~sQsisog00000.'6t9%.CZ10 ZZ904U 01 t90~lIIU000L01IU 069L9SVCIl
t8i69Li66U O0U*O0U' 00U081 LW96Ub070~90=111 00C)LOIO 068L9Gi,
LLU4L4LLL44400000UUO 000Q,0IO 9t7L168O +i?1*GO01TI '009010 068L9S Izl
i65ssfsos 000*0000 000*0ZI0 +OGOZIt017$105U=011 UOUU9010 U694LZI1
1690Z1.66*U 00000000- 0OQ0UZ1() ZIOZ,60 1IVS0w011tOO0901U 068L9Gti;Z
S9ZI0Z6600
000*0000-'
000*0000-
00000000-
0W0910 G£446L60 990%0U601 000G010 06899i-7Z1
089*OZIO 1l14*OO1 980OO'=601 0u0GI0006049S414
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DTM PHASE II
VERTICAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
Engineering Procedure
1. With the aid of the terrain profiles plotted from
the output of Phase IB and other grade line selection data,
the engineer selects the trial grade lines to be numerically
evaluated for each horizontal alignment as in standard
procedure.
2. The centerline station and elevation of each VPI,
the origin, and the terminus of the profile are taken from
the profile plot. The length of the vertical curve at each
VPI is designated by the engineer.
3. If the profile grade reference point on the highway
cross section is above or below the centerline grade reference
point, as is often the case on divided highways, the elevation
difference between these two points is also furnished by the
engineer.
Program Description
1. The purpose of the Phase II program is to compute
the geometry of the vertical alignment.
2. For each VPI, the grade of the tangents ahead and
back, and the station and profile elevation of VPC and VPT
are computed.
3. The profile elevation of the centerline at each
91
terrain cross section is computed and combined with the output
of Phase I to represent a complete horizontal and vertical
definition of the alignment for each terrain cross section.
Specifications
1. The origin and terminus of the grade line must be
on a tangent section or at a VPC or VPT. They may not be on
a vertical curve.
2. The vertical curves must not overlap.
3. The Phase I output must be free from errors and
must be in order of increasing x.
4. The maximum vertical curve length is 9,999 feet.
5. The number of VPI's in a single computer run cannot
exceed 97.
Identification Code
The vertical alignment trials have two digits of identi-
fication (digits 9 and 10 of the 10 digit indentification
number). The first of these may be the trial grade line
number and the secon4 a modification number associated with a
particular trial grade line. Examples of modifications would
be VPI shifts or vertical curve length variation.
Computer Input Data
In addition to the Phase I output deck and the identifica-
tion code, for each trial grade line and modification, the
engineer must furnish the following input data.
SSSSS.SSSSS Station of origin, each VPI, terminus
zzzzz.zzzzz Elevation of origin, each VPI, terminus
LLLLL.LLLLL 1/2 vertical curve length at each VPI
ddddd.ddddd Difference: profile grade and centerline
grade
Computations proceed until
a. al terrain cross sections have been processed
or b. the terminus of the grade line is reached
Computer Output Data
1. For each vertical curve, the output is as follows:
.GGGGGGGGGG Grade of tangent back
.GGGGGGGGGG Grade of tangent ahead
SSSSS.SSSSS Station of VPC
zzzzz.zzzzz Elevation of VPC
SSSSS.SSSSS Station of VPT
zzzzz.zzzzz Elevation of VPT
2. For each terrain cross section, the centerline grade
elevation
zzzzz.zzzzz
is added to the outout of Phase I.
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DATE: ______
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z Elevation
Profile Grade
(d)
Centerline Grade
Phase II - Vertical Offset
VPI 1
(S,z,L)
Terminus
(Sz)
(d) L
L
Origin
(S, Z)
VPI n
(S, z, L)
Phase IIA - Even Station Increment
S Centerline Station
Fig. 18 DTM Phase II & IIA - Vertical Alignment Programs
Input Data to Define Each Trial Grade Line
1.
Each Vertical Curve (II & IIA)
Station and elevation of VPC & VPT
Grade back and ahead of each VPI
(+g) -g)
S, z)
.- VPT
S, z)VPC
(z)
Phase II - Centerline elevation for
each terrain cross section x value
Phase IIA - Profile elevation for
each even station
S
Fig. 19 DTM Phase II & IIA - Vertical Alignment Programs
Output Data for Each Trial Grade Line
(S,z)
(g)
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DTM PHASE II - INPUT DATA - IBM CARD FORMATS
VERTICAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
Subqrade Difference Card
cc
the
the
1-10 24 0050 8000 Computer Instructions
11-20 ddddd.ddddd* Difference: Profile Grade & Center-
line Grade
21-70 Blank
71-80 NNNNNNNNNN Identification Number
*If the subgrade reference line is a distance "d" below
profile grade line, punch must appear in cc 1 and 10. If
value of "d" is zero, this card is not required.
Profile Specification Cards
Profile Origin Card
cc 1-10 24
11-20 SS
21-30 24
31-40 zz
41-50 24
51-60 00
61-70
71-80 NN
*On following
0600*
SSS.S
0700*
zzz. z
0800*
1996
SSSS
1997
zzzz
1999
Station of origin
Elevation of origin
0000 0000 Zeros
Blank
NNNN NNNN Identification Number
cards, these addresses are successively
increased by one to 0601, 0701, 0801, etc.
VPI Cards (One per VPI)
cc 1-10 24 06xx
11-20 SS SSS.S
21-30 24 07xx
31-40 zz zzz.z
41-50 24 08xx
51-60 LL LLL.L
61-70
71-80 NN NNNN
Profile Terminus Card
cc 1-10 24 06xx
11-20 SS SSS.S
21-30 24 07xx
31-40 zz zzz.z
41-50 24 08xx
51-60 00 0000
61-70
71-80 NN NNNN
Final Profile Spec. Card
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-80
NNNN
24 06xx 1996
99 9999 9999
24 07xx 1997
00 0000 0000
24 0077 0000
NN NNNN NNNN
199,6
SSSS
1997
zzzz
1999
LLLL
NNNN
1996
SSSS
1997
zzzz
1999
0000
94
cc
Station of VPI
Elevation of VPI
1/2 vertical curve length
Blank
Identification Number
Station of terminus
Elevation of terminus
Zeros
Blank
Identification Number
End of table symbol
Zeros
Identification Number
Blank
95
All of the above types of cards are load cards and must
have a 12 punch in card columns 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60.
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DTM PHASE II - OUTPUT DATA - IBM CARD FORMATS
VERTICAL ALIGNMENT PROGRAM
Vertical Curve Definition Cards (One per VPI)
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
Cross Secti
cc 1-10
11-12
13-20
21-22
23-32
33-34
35-42
43-45
46-53
54-56
57-64
65-69
70-80
NNNNNNNNNN
.GGGGGGGGGG
.GGGGGGGGGG
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
on Specification
NNNNNNNNNN
xxxxx. x
SSS+SS.SSS
yyyy*yyy
zzzz.zzz
zzzz.zzz
c.ccccccccc
Identitication Number
Grade of tangent - back
Grade of tangent - ahead
Station of VPC
Elevation of VPC
Station of VPT
Elevation of VPT
Ignore
Cards (One per Section)
Identification Number
Blank
x coordinate of section
Blank
Centerline station of section
Blank
y coordinate of centerline
Blank
Ground elevation at centerlin
Blank
Centerline grade elevation
Blank
Cosine of skew angle
e
Adenfi- x Stat2 y-offset gro r z grade z Cosine(/
A4 4 5678900'3304400557692300810000000007100000000l1522115D001380434H0000000.00(
. '2101010002452830J033913043DO5800000000480000000000939565B000782264A000000000(
1U34567890
121394567890
Pf456 78 90
t2-34567890
12:34567890
;?3456 7890
1234567890
1234567890
J1234567890
1234567890
11234567890
12'4567890
:1234567890
]? '4567890
1?234567890
124567890
!1234567890
1234567890
"1234567890
1234567890
1234567890-
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
.234567890
.1234567890
,1234567890
t234567890
.2-4567890
3.45'6 7890
"1234567890
Ij 678901 67890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
12'34567890
1234567890
123456780
123456780
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
123456789010
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
123)456(7890
1234567890
1234567890
3 6 0
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1224567890
123;4567800
12345678900
1 234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
123456789b
1234567890
1?34567890
1234567890
1234567990
1234567890
1224567890
1.234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1234567890
1 23456789r0
1234567800
12q4567800
000100.0 001=17.039
000200.0 002=34.033
000300.0 003=51.028
000400.0 004=68.023
000500.0 005=85.017
000600.0 007=02.0121
000700.0 008=19.007
000800.0 009=36.001
000900.0 010=52.996
001000.0 011=69.991
001100.0 012=86.737
001200.0 014=02.423
001300.0 015=17.028
001400.0 016=30.610
001500.0 017=43.227
001600.0 018=54.930
001700.0 019=65.772
001800.0 020=75.797
001900.0 021=85.049
002000.0 022=93.574
002100.0 024=01.408
002200.0 025=08.590
002300.0 026=15.157
002400.0 027=21.144
002500.0 028=26.584
002600.0 029=31.509
002700.0 030=35.948)
002800.0 031=39.934
002900.0 032=43.493
003000.0 033=46.653
003100.0 034=49.442
003200.0 035=51.885
003300.0 036=54.006
003400.0 037=55.830
003500.0 038=57.384
003600.0 039=58.688
003700.0 040=59.765,
003800.0 041=60.640
003900.0 042=61.32
004000.0 93=&6r 5-
004100.0 044=62.259
004200.0 045=62.536
004300.0 046=62.717
004400.0 047=62.822
004500.0 048=62.871
004600.0 049=62.887
004700.0 050=62.888
004800.0 051=62.896
004900.0 052=62.930
005000.0 053=63.012
005100.0 054=63.161
005200.0 055=63.398
005300.0 056=63.746
005400.0 057=64.s223
005600.0 059=65.633
005700.0 060=66.438
005800.0 061=67.243
005900.0 062=68.049
006000.0 063=68.854
006100.0 064=69.659
006200.0 065=70.464
006300.0 066=71.269
006400.0 067=72.074
006500.0 068=72.880
006600.0 069=73.685
006700.0 070=74.490
006800.0 071=75.295
006900.0 072=76.100
007000.0 073=76.905
007100.0 074=77.711
007200.0 075=78.516
007300.0 076=79.321
007400.0 077=80.126
007500.0 078=80.931
007600.0 079=81.736
007700.0 080=82.542
007800.0 081=83.347
007900.0 082=84.152
008000.0 083=84.957
008100.0 084=85.762
008200.0 085=86.567
008300.0 086=87.373
008400.0 087=88.178
008500.0 088=88.983
008600.0 089=89.788
008700.0 090=90.593
008800.0 091=91.398
008900.0 092=92.20k
009000.0 093=93.009
009100.0 04=93.814
009200.0 095=94.619
000300.0 096=95.424
009400.0 097=96.229
009500.0 098=97.035
009600.0 09')=97.840
009700.0 100=98.645
009800.0 101=99.450
009900.0 103=00.255
010000.0 104=01.060
0 1010.0, 105=01 .866
010200.0 106=020671
010300.0 107=03.476
01040000 108=04.281
010-500.0 109=05.086
010600.0 110=05.814
010700.0 111=06.347
010900.0 112=06.689,
010900.0 113=C6.830
011000.0 114=06.73
1839.908
1779.181
1718.454
1657.727
1597.000
1536.273
1475*547
1414.820
1354.093
1293.367
1233.109
1174.951
1118.972
1065.116
1013* 326
0963.551
0915.744
0869.862
0825.862
0783.706
0743.358
0704.786'
0667.957
0632.843
0599.417
0567.652
0537.527
0509.018
0482.106
0456.771
0432.995
0410.764
0390.061
0370.872
0353.186
0336.990
0322._274
0309 029
--6--86 *9 19
0278.040
0270.604
0264.606
0260.043
0256.911
0255.209
0254.937
0256.093
0258.678
0262.694
0268144
0275.031
0283.358
0293.132
0316.874
0329.589
0342.304
0355.020
0367#735.
0380.451
0393.166
0405.881
0418.597
0431.312
0444.028
0456.743
0469.458
0482.1f74
0494.889
0507.605
0520.320
0533.035
0545.751
0558.466
0571.*132
0583.897
0596.612
0609.328
0622.043
0634.759
0647.474
0660.189
0672.905
0685.620
0698.336
0711.051
0723*766
0736.482
0740.a197
0761.913
0774.628
0787.343
0800.059
08120774
0825.490
0838.205
0850.920
0863*636-
0876.351
0889.067
09010782
091 4.497
0927. 213
0 92.125
0962.357
0970.5 *84
0.976.7/85
0 970. 777
0082.022
0084.000
0084.000
0084.980
0092.065
0092*148
0100.000
0110.876
0118.0381
0109.623
0103.940
0110.647
0108.000
0105.411.
0106.889
0110.023
0104.621
0098.795
Q094.503
0089.363
0089.120
0090.134
0085.275
0078.000
0076.000
0073.640
0076.880
0084.062
0088.000
0092.000
0089.428
0087.659
0079.997
0074.235
0074.000
0072.000
00,7 ? ,
947? .000 (
0074.400
0073.280
0074.263
0077.680
0076.595
0077.068
0073.617
0077.479
0080.277
0086.000
0075.534
0066.000
0066.000
0089.712 0.85473970'
0089.425
0089.138
0088.852
0088*565
0088*278
0087.991
0087.704
0087.'417
0087.130
0086.843
0086.560
0086.278
0086.000
0085.724
0085.450
0085.178
0084.908
0084.640
0084.374
0084.109
0083.84-6
0083.585
0083.325
0083.066
0082.809
0082.553
0082.298
0082.044
0081.791
-0081.539
0081.287
0081.037
6080.787
0080.538
0080.290
0079.547
0079.301
0079.054
0078.808
0078.563
0078.317
0078.143
0078.309
0078.838
0079.727
.0080.984
0082.605
0084.590
0086.949
0089.668
0.85473970'
0.85473970
0.85473970
0*8 5 4 73 970C
0.85473970
0.85473970'
0.85473970c
0.85473970C
0. 8 5 4 73 9 70C
0.86025088(
0.86855946;
0.876556492
0.88425026,
0.891648903
0. 898759540
0.905589076
0.91214376E
0.91842946!
0.924451794
0*930215721
0.935726101
-0.94098730E
0.946003614
0.95077882F
0.95531655i
0.959620177
0.96369286!
0.96753750(1
0:97115679-
0*97455328C1
0.97772924(
0.98068683(
0.98342802:
0.98595466:
0.988268341
0.990370572
0.992262703
0.99394591
0*9954Z130f
0.99668976(
0.997752084
0.99860893
0.99926084C
0.99970819E
0.99995128,
0.999990252
0.99982511
0.99945579(
0#99888203C
0.99810349(
0.99711970!
0.99593004(
~'.'
0066.000
0065*138
0081*110
0092.915
0106.106
0114.560
0114.840
0114.486
0121.069
0132.125
0144.387
0152.445
0154.503
0158.034
0160.388
0161.488
0162.475
0156o042
0155*341
0160.703
0156.448
0155 .002
0153.988
0152.401
0152.275
0151.944
0149*978
0148.728
0144.257
0141.756
0138.635
0136.233
0136.412
0132. 000
0130.620
0129.288
0129.344
0130.879
0131.442
0131.728
0134.000
0129.516
0127.478
0126.482
0127.351
0131.445
0133.650
0136.928
0136.000
0136 .000
0122o.341
0120.000
0118.000
0-136.093
0140.435
01 45.0 67a
0092.764
0099.573
0102.992
0106.410
0109.829
0113.248
0116.666
0120.085
0123.503
0126.922
0130.341
0133.759
0137.178
0140.485
0143.404
0145.922
0148.038
0149.754
0151.068
0151.981
0152.493
0 152o6G03
0152.303
0151.746
0151.184
0150.622
0150.060
0149.498
0148.935
0148.373
0147.811
0147.249
0146.687
0146.124
0145.562
0145 .000
0144.438
0143.876
0143.313
0142#751
0142.189
0141.627
0141.065
0140.503
0139.940
0139.378
0138.816
0138.254
0137.692
0137o129
0136.567
0136.006
0135.445
0134.885
0134.327
01. 33o768
0.99453377"
0.99201265!
0.99201265'
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265E
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265
0.99201265!
0.99201265
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0*99201265!
0.99201265
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265'
0.99201265!
0.99201265C
0.99201265
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265'
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265
0.99201265:
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0*99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0#99201265!
0.99201265t
0.99201265r'
0.99201265!
0.99201265
0.99201265!
0.99201265!
0.99372069'
0.995769391
0.99741278
0.99865296!
0.99949148Z
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PHASE IIA
PROFILE GRADE PROGRAM
Program Description and Engineering Procedure
1. The Phase II program computes the profile grade or
centerline grade elevations for the defined vertical alignment.
Since these elevations are computed for the terrain cross
section x values, they normally will be at odd stations and
be inconvenient for the engineer to use in plotting or other
uses of the highway profile.
2. The Phase IIA program takes the same type of input
data as Phase II for vertical alignment definition but computes
profile grade elevations at even centerline stations and
specially designated stations. Since the Phase IIA program
does not involve the DTM data, it may be used independently
of the system as a general profile grade program.
3. All specification and details of Phase II apply to
Phase IIA except that the Phase I output is not involved.
Computer Input Data
The grade line is defined by furnishing
NNNNNNNNNN Identification Code
SSSSS.SSSSS Station of origin, each VPI, terminus
zzzzz.zzzzz Elevation of origin, each VPI, terminus
LLLLL.LLLLL 1/2 vertical curve length at each VPI
The even stations are defined by furnishing
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iiiii.iiiii Constant increment between even stations
The constant increment addition starts at the vertical align-
ment origin. Therefore, the origin must have an even station
value.
The profile elevation of any special station is deter-
mined by furnishing
SSSSS.SSSSS Station of special stations
Computer Output Data
1. For each
.GGGGGGGGGG
.GGGGGGGGGG
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
2. For each
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzzzzz.zz
vertical curve, the output is as follows:
Grade of tangent back
Grade of tangent ahead
Station of VPC
Elevation of VPC
Station of VPT
Elevation of VPT
regular and special station the output is
Station
Profile Elevation
The above will be recorded in order of increasing stationing.
DTM PHASE IIA - INPUT DATA - IBM CARD FORMATS
PROFILE GRADE PROGRAM
Profile Origin
Profile Specification Cards
Card
24 1700* 1996
SS SSS.S SSSS
24 1800*.1997
zz zzz.z zzzz
24 1900* 1999
00 0000 0000
NN NNNN NNNN
Station of origin (even)
Elevation of origin
Zeros
Blank
Identification Number
*On following cards, these addresses are successively
increased by one to 1701, 1801, 1901, etc.
VPI Cards
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
(One per VPI)
24 17xx 1996
SS SSS.S SSSS
24 18xx 1997
zz zzz.z zzzz
24 19xx 1999
LL LLL.L LLLL
Station of VPI
Elevation of VPI
1/2 vertical curve length
Blank
Identification Number
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
NN NNNN NNNN
100
Profile Terminus Card
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
Final Profile
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-80
24
SS
24
zz
24
00
17xx
SSS.S
18xx
zzz. z
19xx
0000
NN NNNN
Spec. Card
24
99
24
00
24
NN
17xx
9999
18xx
0000
NNNN
1996
SSSS
1997
zzzz
1999
0000
NNNN
1996
9999
1997
0000
Station of terminus
Elevation of terminus
Zeros
Blank
Identification Number
End of table symbol
Zeros
NNNN Identification Number
Blank
All of the above types of cards are load cards and must
have a 12 punch in card columns 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60.
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Even Station Increment Card
cc 1-10
11-20
24
ii
0118
iii.i iiii Constant increment between even
stations
21-30 24 0122
31-40 SS SSS.S SSSS
41-70
71-80 NN NNNN NNNN
12 punch in card columns
Special Station Cards (One per
Maximum station
Blank
Identification Number
1, 10, 20, 30, 40
Station)
cc 1-10
11-20
21-80
12 punch
a. Store in
NN NNNN
SS SSS.S
NNNN
SSSS
Identification Number
Special station
Blank
in card columns 1, 10, 20
order of increasing S.
S of last card must be greater than maximum station.
There must be at least one special station card with S
greater than maximum station.
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DTM PHASE IIA - OUTPUT DATA - IBM CARD FORMATS
PROFILE GRADE PROGRAM
Vertical Curve Definition Cards (One per VPI)
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
Profile Eleva
cc 1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
NNNNNNNNNN
.GGGGGGGGGG
.GGGGGGGGGG
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
tion Cards (Up
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
SSsS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
SSSSS.SSSSS
zzzzz.zzzzz
Identification Number
Grade of tangent - back
Grade of tangent - ahead
Station of VPC
Elevation of VPC
Station of VPT
Elevation of VPT
Ignore
to four points/card)
Station
Elevation
Station
Elevation
Station
Elevation
Station
Elevation
lst Point
2nd Point
3rd Point
4th Point
Special stations will
increasing stations.
be recorded in proper order of
mt
0D
Ident fica-
tion
iA34567890
3456 7890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A2 345 6 7 89 0
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
'A234567890
A234567890
'A234567890
iA23456-7890
A234567890
A2345-67890
3A23456 7 8 9 0
A34567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234 567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
234567890
34567890
567890
4A4567890
A234567890
A234567890
4A234567890
A 234567890
A234567890
AA234567890
A234567890
67890
.7890
678 90
234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A 234567890
A234567890
.A234567890
A234567890A--23456 7890
A 2 34567890
A234547890
-A2345t679O
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
.'2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
530C
55 0C
Left Slope Stake-..
900
900
00
900
00
900
900
900
-00
00
000
000
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
000
300
000.
000
000
300
000
000
000
000
000
000.
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
ra)
y C/F I Dist. NormalF
189218A 2 52;2.G 446G 17893F 2
182289A 2 437A 373F 1735 74 2
1761081 2 426D 364D 1675.1H 2
169795D 2 402C 343H 162191B 2
162320A 1 2620 223I 156342G 1
156440B 1 281C 240D 150216B 1
151944 1 4390 375B 143096B 1
147631C 1 6141 525E 135211H 1
142241A 1 6839 583I 1284051 1
136920H 1 758D 648B 123937A 1
1288270 1 551F 474E 1179D6 1
123648C 1 615C 534D 110390A 1
118143R 1 624F 547D 10475OG 1
112029F 1 551H 487I 100352D 1
107172H 1 5840 520G 95035G 1
10350IG 1 714G 642C 89611A 1
97108H 1 553D 501A 85559B 1
91356B 1 4370 398F 815421 1
86110F 1 352D 323F 78492C 1
81354C 1 298D 275H 752981 1
76897E 1 256B 238C 70757F 1,
73249E 1 277A 259B 66823F 1
68977G 1 21 B 205C 641431 1
67200A 2 391F 370D 601 44A2
65096H 2 515E 490A 55459G 2
61669E 2 49 D 468D 511B9G 2
567B90 2 30 F 291C 47538C 2
53923H 1 30 B 291B 47933F 2
50700D' 1 24 0 24 I 45158D 1
48672A 1 29 E 290H 41939C 1
46461H 1 316B 308A 398580 1
43831F 1 27 E 269C 37932E 1
41788B 2 27 8 272H 36858D 1
41329E 2 42 B 417A 336061 2
38208C 2 28 0 2841 32193H 2
37675D 2 397F 3921 28990I 2
36845A 2 461H 457C 27609F 2
3,54 2 452I 449C 26373H 2
34 1 FF 25283A2
325531 2 3 5C 2-
31071G 2 3- 3 {H3-5t 23-F -
30225C 2 31l7a 31S S7278 2E2
293180 2 285G 285C 22995H 2
28122E 1 211H 211F 23233D 2
278421 2 215B 215A 22719E 2
27592H 2 207B 207A 22698H 2
27814A 2 2320 2311 27814A199
27694H 1 208F 208E 21110C 2
28130D 1 226C 226A 20824E 2
28715H 1 244F 244C 23723D 1
32824A 2 600H 599F 23778G 2
36231D 2 872H 8708 20079G 2
37948E 2 961C 957C 187230 2
963 H 2 -10 6 D 105 E 18689F 2
12 APL 21
446Vc62
'34567890
r-234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567.890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A2*34567890
'234567890
234567890
A234567890
A234567890
A234567890
5700000
5800000
5900000
6000000
6100000
6200000
6300000
6400000
6500000
6600000
6700000
6800000
6900000
7000000
7100000
7200000
7300000
7400000
7500000
7600000
7700000
7800000
7900000
8000000
8100000
8200000
8300000
8400000
8500000
8600000
8700000
8800000
8900000
9000000
9100000
9200000
9300000
9400000
9500000
9600000
9700000
9800000
9900000
10000000
10100000
10200000
10300000
10400000
10500000
10600000
10700000
10800000
10900000
11000000
11100000
11200000
- iar- - -
40709D
38959F
386001
393910
40213A
427020
42723A
460901
48824F
50472G
515-76H
52840F
53855A
54557H
55592E
56252F
57745D
59116A
59429G
60534F
61413 F
62514C
63607B3
647603,
65946F
66927C
68620D
704781
727783
74418A
753 24H
774780
791370
80098A
8 1634C
82195C
83558B9
94695F
857590
87629H
90051D
9 1307H
92048H
01766A
929693
93677D
94011F
95539E
101221D
102379B
1 021190
100042C
102754A
103557E-
1031111E
102320A
775A
472I
3091
261H
216H
338E
213E
423'A
569C
6070
590C
589E
563H
5061
483B
422A
.444B
454A
358C
341F
302D
285C
267D
25SF
247A
2180
260B'
318H
421F
458E
4220
510A
5481
5 17H
544C
473C
482D
4690
4483
508A
623A4
621F
568E
413A
406C
3491
256B9
281H
7221H
71 6G
298D0
507F
5460
L79 E
3 98E
7681
469A
307D
259G
2150
335G
211G
419G
564G
602A
58 5E
584G
559B
502H
479C
418G
440F
450D
355D
338H
2991
2830
2658
253E
245A
216B
258A
316B
418B
454H
418F
5060
544E
513F
5391
469E
478F
4653
444F
5040
618A
616F
5631
409H
4030
347A
254A
279E
717A
712A
585H
297F
506I
545G
479D
-) q 80
183631
25492B
28873B
34505D
34458C
34409C
37044F
39746A
39876F
40241H
41604H
42966D
44319A
45608G
46999D
49464F
511630
52268D
53702A
55014G
5615-8G-
56893D
585140
60069E
60612E
617351
608561
61002G
614450
62617E
64520E
65804A
66204E
66734A
681150
69937E
718721
73535A
74945F
76136F
771 14F
78397A
79999C
82508F
85645B
88080B
88887H
903410
89421D
88045H
88621D
.88994G
95331H
95350C
949081
95586F
1459E
873H
.6621
- 226H
358G
490G
354D
211D
325E
416A
4070
3971
389H
3880
376A
256G
214A
230G
214E
210D
223A
276H
2411'
213E
286C
301B
516B
628H
711G
721F
658E
657C
744D
818F
807F
752E
686A
647A
633B
641B
670F
669E
636D
5 12G
326B
209H
256B
2380
457A
716G
761E
806D
234G
274G
340H
2741
1447H
866H
657F
2241
355H
486G
351E
209G
3221
412G
403G
394G
386F
3841
3730
254F
212C
228H
212G
208G
221C
274E
2391
211G
2840
298G
5120
623G
7060
715H
653B
6520
738D
8120
801A
746D
680F
6411
628A
6360
665B
664A
631C
508F
323E
208A
254A
2360
453D
712A
758B
804C
234C
274E
340G
274H
-vow-1 t
Slope Stake
0 Dist. Norma
501G 4 8H t
437A 373F
426D. 3 4D
358B 3 6A
335G 2 61
3 41A 2 1E
4451 381A
6270 5351
700C 598E
5400 461E,
540D 46 H
710E 61 A
714G 62-D
6151 5 F
629G 56D
674D 6 AV
600E 5
544C 4?D
409D30
30782 1
357H 3 H
365E 3 0
26582
3140 2,970
448B42A
557F 53 F
621D 59 C
299H- 281
.305B29B
368H35A
3448330
314D 30 c
2 13 H 2
3480 3
312E 3
470H 4
4 61H 4
452 1
44j4B
435G
418H
34 E .30
277A, 2H
297B 2
282B 2
?97680 2-
449144H
504C 5
254F 2
30
12i,20"
H-
N0998(i
dL6119
0 981i7E9
0401799
0911.99
d28169
69E70 99
0661709
I 171tiL G
r96GEG
d617E Z
deg6L17
09G9GE
68L9E
0608Z
8L6ZET
N Z17i79
"11766 E
0L99,7
dL6L4
J 176 901T
3ZL90T
966G01
OqiE1701T
0 t47Z01
:) B66
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cx
1
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ci
d i
d i
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